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Aims and Scope
The purpose of this journal is to provide an open forum to publish high quality research papers in the areas of
informatics and related fields to promote the exchange of research ideas, experiences and results.
Informatics is the systematic study of Information and the application of research methods to study Information
systems and services. It deals primarily with human aspects of information, such as its qu ality and value as a
resource. Informatics also referred to as Information science, studies t he structure, algorithms, behavior, and
interactions of natural and a rtificial systems that store, process, access and communicate information. It also
develops its own conceptual and theoretical foundations and utilizes foundations developed in other fields. The
advent of computers, its ubiquity and ease to use has led to th e study of info rmatics that has computational,
cognitive and social aspects, including study of the social impact of information technologies.
The characteristic of informatics' context is amalgamation of technologies. For creating an informatics product,
it is necessary to integrate many technologies, such as mathematics, linguistics, engineering and other emerging
new fields.
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Verifying Timed Anonymity of Security Protocols
†
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Abstract - On the Internet anonymity should be provided
for many services and protocols. For example, an electronic
voting system should guarantee to prevent the disclosure of
who voted for which candidate. Trace anonymity is an extension of the formulation of anonymity by Schneider and
Sidiropoulos, and we presented an inductive method based
on simulation techniques of I/O-automaton theory. In this
study we discuss a proof technique for a timed version of trace
anonymity. Even though communication patterns are indistinguishable, the sender’s identity might be disclosed by detecting the timing of message emission. The sender’s identity
also might be disclosed by detecting the occurrence of timeout. To deal with such timing features, this study employs
timer variables which range over non-negative real numbers.
This means that we must deal with an infinite-state system
for timed anonymity, but I/O-automaton theory provides various proof techniques for infinite-state systems that incorporate theorem-proving. Our proof method for timed anonymity
is based on the conventional I/O-automaton theory, and the
existence of an anonymous simulation is shown with two steps.
In the first step, we prove the anonymity of an untimed system, and then we extend the anonymity result for the corresponding timed system incrementally.
Keywords: Timed systems, Anonymity, Verification, Formal Method, I/O-automaton

1 INTRODUCTION
We say a security protocol is anonymous if an adversary
who can observe all the occurrences of events from the protocol cannot determine who is the “actor” of the events. There
are many studies to describe and verify the anonymity of security protocols formally; for example, in [1] a proof technique
that incorporates theorem-proving is introduced.
In this paper we discuss the anonymity of timed systems.
Recently various real-time systems are used on the Internet.
To establish the reliability of timed systems, there have been
many studies based on formal methods that modeled and verified the correctness of timed systems [2][3]. To establish
anonymity, we should deal with patterns of communication
such as the number of messages or the existence/nonexistence
of a message. However, even though communication patterns are designed to be indistinguishable, the sender’s identity might be disclosed by detecting a timing of message emission. Also, the sender’s identity might be disclosed by detecting the occurrence of a timeout. That is, the detection of
timing information leads to the disclosure of who is an actor.
We describe a timed system with an I/O-automaton-based
formal specification language [4]. This enables us to employ
a proof method developed for the anonymity of untimed systems. By introducing a timer variable, we must deal with an

infinite-state system. However, I/O-automaton theory [5][6]
does not assume finiteness of the number of states or trace
length, and it provides a proof technique called a simulationbased method that can handle infinite-state systems directly.
In this paper we discuss how to apply a simulation-based
method for proving the anonymity of timed systems.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first
describe the basic notion of anonymity, and a proof technique
developed in [1]. Then, we present a simple motivating example in Section 3. Also, a timed system is described in
IOA language. After showing a basic idea for proving timed
anonymity in Section 4, we have discussions in Section 5.

1.1 Related Work
There are studies (e.g. [7]-[9]) that analyze the anonymity
of security protocols or communication systems, with dealing with the delay patterns. There are also studies on modeling the anonymity of real-time systems [10][11]. However, it
has not been investigated well how to design and verify timed
anonymous systems formally.
For untimed systems, a formal modeling of anonymity [12]
was introduced based on the applied π-calculus [13][14], and
it provides a good framework for verification. However, the
notion of timed anonymity is not dealt with. As another approach, an epistemic-logic-based technique is known for modeling the anonymity of multi-agent systems [15]. It might be
possible to extend the technique for timed systems by employing temporal logics [16] such as CTL or LTL. However,
the anonymity of timed multi-agent systems should be proven
by a human prover manually.
Based on Petri net theory [17] or timed I/O-automaton theory [18], there are many studies to verify properties of timed
systems. It seems possible to formalize the notion of timed
anonymity in such theories directly. However, for that case
we must prove both of “the symmetry of communication patterns” and “the symmetry of timing” at the same time; this
may be a burden to a protocol designer. In this study, we
firstly prove the symmetry of communication patterns only.
And then, the result is extended to the timed anonymity incrementally.
A communication system can be described as a state machine. Thus, for finite systems we can employ SAT/SMTsolvers [19]-[21] or model checkers [22][23]; especially, UPPAAL [22] is a well-known model checker for timed systems where we can check properties described in a temporal
logic. However, we can see that timed systems are essentially
infinite-state. The untimed version of I/O-automaton theory
does not assume the finiteness of automata, and it provides
techniques to prove the trace inclusion of infinite-state systems, which can be applied with a theorem-proving approach
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Figure 1: D1

Figure 2: D2

Figure 3: D3
[24]. Hence, in this study we discuss the timed anonymity
property with the untimed I/O-automaton theory.

2 PRELIMINARIES
This section explains how to formalize (untimed) anonymity
by I/O-automaton. We assume that readers are familiar with
the basic notions and notations for I/O-automaton theory and
an I/O-automaton-based formal specification language; see
also Appendix A.

2.1 Basic Notion of (Untimed) Anonymity
We explain the basic notion of anonymity with the following example.
Example 1 (Donating anonymously) There are two people,
Alice and Bob, and we assume that only one of them has made
an anonymous donation. Alice was going to contribute $5,
while Bob was going to contribute $10.
I/O-automaton D1 in Fig. 1 describes the above situation. Actions $5 and $10 of D1 are external actions to represent a donation. After the occurrence of I’m(Alice) or I’m(Bob),
either $5 or $10 occurs. Here, I’m(Alice) and I’m(Bob)
are actions that specify the donor. For convenience, we call
I’m(Alice) and I’m(Bob) actor actions. We can see
that D1 is anonymous if an adversary who observed all the
occurrences of the non-actor actions cannot determine which
actor action of D1 will occur.
If an adversary observed that $5 was posted, then the adversary can deduce that Alice made a donation, since action

I’m(Alice) can occur in D1 only when action $5 occurs.
That is, D1 is not anonymous. One reason for D1 not being
anonymous is that an adversary can know how much money
was posted. So, we assume that a donation was posted in
an envelope. Suppose f is an operation to replace external actions $5 and $10 of D1 with a fresh external action
envelope, and we define D2 as f (D1) (see Fig. 2). This
operation hides information on how much money was posted.
With D2, an adversary who is able to detect the occurrence
of envelope cannot deduce which actor action is possible.
Hence, D2 is anonymous.
If Bob is going to post $10 in two envelopes each containing $5, then we cannot establish anonymity even though all
the messages are encrypted. Figure 3 shows I/O-automaton
D3, which describes the above setup. Here, an adversary can
determine the identity of a donor by counting the number of
times that envelope occurs. Therefore, D3 is not anonymous. This example shows that a system might not be anonymous even though all the messages are encrypted.
Below, we formally discuss the correctness of communication patterns with regard to anonymity. Let X be an I/Oautomaton
and A be a family with the following conditions:
∪
(i) A′ ∈A A′ ⊂ ext(X); (ii) A′ and A′′ are disjoint for any
distinct A′ , A′′ ∈ A. We∪call A a family of X’s actor actions, and an element of A′ ∈A A′ is called an actor action
(on A). The occurrences of different actor actions should be
indistinguishable to an adversary. That is, if an eavesdropper
cannot distinguish the trace set of system X and that of X’s
“anonymized” version, then we can see that X is anonymous.
This is formalized as follows.
Definition 1 Let X be an I/O-automaton and A be a family of
X’s actor actions. We define I/O-automaton anonymA (X)
as follows:
states(anonymA (X)) = states(X),
start(anonymA (X)) = start(X),
ext(anonymA (X)) = ext(X),
int(anonymA (X)) = int(X) and
trans(anonymA (X))
∪
= {(s1 , a, s2 ) | (s1 , a, s2 ) ∈ trans(X) ∧ a ̸∈ A′ ∈A A′ }
∪{(s1 , a, s2 ) | (s1 , a′ , s2 ) ∈ trans(X)
∧A′ ∈ A ∧ a′ ∈ A′ ∧ a ∈ A′ }.
If traces(anonymA (X)) = traces(X) holds, we say X is
trace anonymous on A.

2.2 How to Prove Anonymity
This section describes a proof method for anonymity [1].
Definition 2 Assume X is an I/O-automaton and A is a family of X’s actor actions. An anonymous simulation asA of
X on A is a binary relation on states(X) that satisfies the
following conditions:
1. asA (s, s) holds for any initial state s ∈ start(X);
2. For any s1 , s2 , s′1 ∈ states(X) and a ∈ sig(X),
a
asA (s1 , s′1 ) and s1 →X s2 implies the following:
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Figure 4: Automaton GMT
Figure 5: Timed Automaton GMTt

If a ∈ A′ holds for some A′ ∈ A, for all a′ ∈
A′ there is a state s′2 such that asA (s2 , s′2 ) and
a′

s′1 ⇒X s′2 ; otherwise, there is a state s′2 such
a
that asA (s2 , s′2 ) and s′1 ⇒X s′2 .
I/O-automaton X is trace anonymous on A if X has some
anonymous simulation asA . It is easy to see
traces(anonymA (X)) ⊇ traces(X)
since anonymA (X) has all the transitions of X. The other
inclusion
traces(anonymA (X)) ⊆ traces(X)
of traces can be shown since asA is a forward simulation from
I/O-automaton anonymA (X) to I/O-automaton X. A forward simulation from I/O-automaton P to I/O-automaton Q
is a binary relation r ⊂ states(P ) × states(Q) with the conditions shown in [5]; if there is a forward simulation, then we
have traces(P ) ⊆ traces(Q) ([5], Theorem 3.10).
Proposition 1 Let X be an I/O-automaton. If there is an
anonymous simulation asA of X on A, then

Example 3 Bob has much money ($10,000), so he can send
$10 immediately. But Alice has only $50. When asked by
Charlie, she thinks for a moment before sending $10.
This is described with a timed automaton in Fig. 5. In this
modeling, Alice who has only $50 might take some time up to
100 seconds before sending $10. On the other hand, Bob can
make a decision within one second. From this observation, if
the payment of $10 occurs after one second, then the payer is
Alice. This means that even though communication patterns
are indistinguishable, the sender can be identified by detecting
the timing of message emission.

3.2

traces(anonymA (X)) = traces(X)
holds.

In this case, an adversary who observed the occurrence of
action pay10 cannot determine the preceding action. That
is, both of giveMe10(Alice) and giveMe10(Bob) are
possible, so the adversary never knows who made a payment.
We can see that this is the same thing of the second setting in
Example 1, so GMT is trace anonymous.
In Example 2, Alice possibly pays $10 even though she
has only $50. In the following, we would like to consider a
modified example.

□

3 ANONYMITY FOR TIMED SYSTEMS
This section discusses a formalization of timed anonymity.

3.1 Example
To explain the notion of timed anonymity, we introduce the
following example.

Describing Timed System in IOA

This section describes a timed system with an (infinitestate) untimed I/O-automaton. With examples in the previous
section, we explain a basic idea of timed anonymity.
IOA [4] is a formal specification language based on I/Oautomaton theory. In IOA, a state is formalized as a tuple of
values. Automaton GMT in Fig. 4 is written as follows.
automaton GMT
signaure
% AorB = { Alice, Bob }
output giveMe10(mem: AorB)
output pay10

Example 2 There are two people, Alice and Bob. Alice has
$50, while Bob has $10,000. Charlie has requested only one
of them to give him $10. We do not know which person makes
a payment, but one of them actually sends $10.

states
money: Nat

I/O-automaton GMT in Fig. 4 describes the above situation.
Action giveMe10(mem), where mem is Alice or Bob,
is a special action to represent the actor, and pay10 is an
action for a payment. Automaton GMT has the trace set
{
}
giveMe10(Alice).pay10,
traces(GMT) =
.
giveMe10(Bob).pay10

transitions
% This is an actor action.
output giveMe10(mem)
pre money = 0
eff if (mem = Alice) then
money := 50;
else
money := 10000;

:= 0
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fi
output pay10
pre (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
eff money := money - 10

Here, two actions giveMe10(mem) and pay10 are defined
in a precondition-effect style; giveMe10(mem) is an actor
action. If we define a candidate binary relation asGMT as:
asGMT (s, s′ ) ⇐⇒ s.money = s′ .money
∨ |s.money − s′ .money| = 9950
then the binary relation satisfies the conditions to be an anonymous simulation of automaton GMT, where α.β represents the
value of variable β at state α.
To model a timed system, in this paper we introduce special
variables:
• timer : a timer variable for elapsing time, and
• timerFlg : a flag variable for activating/deactivating
the timer.
Thus, we can define the following automaton GMT2:
automaton GMT2
signaure
output giveMe10(mem: AorB)
output pay10
internal timerDeactivate
states
money: Nat := 0,
timer: Real := 0.0,
timerFlg: Bool := true
transitions
output giveMe10(mem)
pre
˜timerFlg
/\ money = 0
eff if (mem = Alice) then
money := 50;
else
money := 10000;
fi
timerFlg := true
output pay10
pre
˜timerFlg
/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
eff money := money - 10;
timerFlg := true
% This action is internal and it does
% not appear in traces.
internal timerDeactivate
pre timerFlg
eff timerFlg := false

where we can easily see that traces(GMT2) = traces(GMT)
holds. The value of timerFlg should be false if either
giveMe10(mem) or pay10 is enabled, and timerFlg
becomes true if the action is actually fired. Also, action

timerDeactivate, which is called a time action, is enabled only if timerFlg is true and the value of timerFlg
becomes false. This means that a normal action and a time
action occur alternately. Note that action timerDeactivate
does not change the value of timer and the time action does
not appear in traces since it is internal.
By modifying GMT2, we can develop Fig. 5’s automaton
GMTt. Specifically, we remove timerDeactivate from
GMT2 and we add the following three actions.
output giveMe10Time
pre
timerFlg
/\ money = 0
eff timerFlg := false
output pay10Time(t)
pre
timerFlg /\ t = timer
/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)
=> (
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 100.0))
/\ ((money = 10000)
=> (
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 1.0))
eff timer := 0.0;
timerFlg := false
output elapse(delta)
pre
timerFlg /\ delta > 0.0
/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)
=> (
(
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 100.0)
/\ (
0.0 <= timer + delta
/\ timer + delta
<= 100.0)))
/\ ((money = 10000)
=> (
(
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 1.0)
/\ (
0.0 <= timer + delta
/\ timer + delta
<= 1.0)))
eff timer := timer + delta

Below we classify GMTt’s actions as follows:
• Normal actions (giveMe10(mem) and pay10): appear in the original automaton GMT; and
• Time actions (giveMe10Time, pay10Time(t) and
elapse(delta)) : are employed for expressing timing constraints and for elapsing time.
In IOA specification GMTt, action giveMe10Time and its
corresponding normal action giveMe10(mem) have a common condition “money = 0” in their precondition part. Also,
actions pay10Time(t) and pay10 have a common condition “(money = 50 \/ money = 10000)”. Moreover, actions giveMe10Time and pay10Time(t) do not
rewrite variable money. Hence, after firing giveMe10Time
or pay10Time(t), its corresponding normal action is enabled. From this observation, we can see that a one-step transition by action pay10 in Fig. 5 is formalized with a two-
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Figure 6: GMTt’s Transitions (Expanded in Conventional I/O-Automaton)

step transition sequence with pay10Time(t) and pay10
in IOA language; this is shown in Fig. 61 .
GMTt has another time action, elapse(delta), and the
output action is employed for elapsing time. The precondition
of elapse(delta) defines the timing constraint at time
timer and at time time + delta.

4 ANALYZING ANONYMITY FOR TIMED
SYSTEMS

output pay10Time(t)
pre
timerFlg /\ t = timer
/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)
=> (
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 1.0))
/\ ((money = 10000)
=> (
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 1.0))
eff timer := 0.0;
timerFlg := false

This section analyzes the anonymity of timed systems.

4.1 Counterexample for GMTt’s Anonymity
Automaton GMTt does not have a trace
giveMe10Time.giveMe10(Bob).
elapse(30).pay10Time(30).pay10
that represents “Bob is asked and he pays $10 after 30 seconds”; note that Bob must make a payment in one second.
However, automaton GMTt’s corresponding anonymous system anonym{{Alice,Bob}} (GMTt) has the above trace; that
is, we cannot say:
traces(GMTt) = traces(anonym{{Alice,Bob}} (GMTt)).
This means that anonym{{Alice,Bob}} (GMTt)’s anonymity
does not lead to GMTt’s anonymity. Therefore, GMTt is not
anonymous.

4.2 Anonymizing GMTt
In this section we modify GMTt. Specifically, we define:
1 In Fig. 6, there are green states and orange ones. Time actions can
be enabled in orange states only, while in green states non-time actions are
enabled. Also, for simplicity of depicting the automaton, a state in this figure
actually represents a collection of states; for example, a state of “money =
50” represents infinitely many states where the value of timer ranges over
{ t | 0 ≤ t ≤ 100 }.

output elapse(delta)
pre
timerFlg /\ delta > 0.0
/\ (money = 50 \/ money = 10000)
/\ ((money = 50)
=> (
(
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 1.0)
/\ (
0.0 <= timer + delta
/\ timer + delta
<= 1.0)))
/\ ((money = 10000)
=> (
(
0.0 <= timer
/\ timer <= 1.0)
/\ (
0.0 <= timer + delta
/\ timer + delta
<= 1.0)))
eff timer := timer + delta

for pay10Time(t) and elapse(delta). That is, we replace “timer<=100.0” and “timer+delta<=100.0”
in actions pay10Time(t) and elapse(delta) with conditions “timer<=1.0” and “timer+delta<=1.0”, respectively. We call the resulting automaton GMTt2. This is
to assume Alice responds in one second.
The modified automaton has an anonymous simulation:
asGMTt2 (s, s′ ) ⇐⇒ asGMT (s, s′ )
∧ s.timer = s′ .timer
∧ (s.timerFlg ⇐⇒ s′ .timerFlg).
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This formula contains GMT’s anonymous simulation relation
asGMT . With this binary relation, we can prove the anonymity
of GMTt2 with the following steps:
1. Find an anonymous simulation for GMT;

4.2.3 Step’s Correspondence for Time Actions
If a time action is enabled, the value of timerFlg is true.
Also, variables timer and timerFlg can be changed by
the time action. Hence, for any time action b, we have:
b

• (s1 , t, p) →GMTt2 (s′1 , t′ , p′ ), and

2. Then, extend the anonymity result for GMTt2.
In the remainder of this section, we describe why the above
proof is possible.

• asGMTt2 ((s1 , t, p), (s2 , u, q))
implies
• s′1 = s1 , t = u, and p = q = true holds;

4.2.1 GMTt2’s Initial State’s Condition
Let (s, t, p) ∈ start(GMTt2) be an initial state of GMTt2,
where s is a tuple that represents a state of automaton GMT,
t is a value of variable timer, and p is a value of variable
timerFlg. From the definition of GMTt2, we have t =
0.0 and u = true. Clearly, we have asGMT (s, s) implies
asGMTt2 ((s, 0.0, true), (s, 0.0, true)).
4.2.2 Step’s Correspondence for Normal Actions
A normal action of GMTt2 can be enabled only if the value
of variable timerFlg is false. If the action is fired, then
variable timerFlg is changed to be true, but timer is
not changed. Hence, we can see that for any normal action a
we have:

• If b is elapse(delta) then p′ = true; otherwise,
p′ = false; and
• asGMT (s1 , s2 ) holds.
If we can prove
(s2 , u, q) ≡ (s2 , t, true) ⇒GMTt2 (s2 , t′ , p′ )
b

for state (s2 , t′ , p′ ), then asGMTt2 ((s1 , t′ , p′ ), (s2 , t′ , p′ )) holds.
Hence, asGMTt2 satisfies the conditions to be an anonymous
simulation of GMTt2 for action b.

4.3 Further Analysis for GMTt2
We consider the transition

• (s1 , t, p) →GMTt2 (s′1 , t, p′ ) and

(s1 , t, p) ≡ (s1 , t, true) →GMTt2 (s1 , t′ , p′ ) ≡ (s′1 , t′ , p′ )

• asGMTt2 ((s1 , t, p), (s2 , u, q))

shown in the previous section and a transition

a

b

(s2 , t, true) →GMTt2 (s2 , u′ , q ′ )
b

implies
• We have t = u from the definition of asGMTt2 ;

by time action b. From the definition of each time action, we
have u′ = t′ and q ′ = p′ . Moreover, the condition sequence

• We have p = q = false and p′ = true since a is a
normal action; and
a

• We have asGMT (s1 , s2 ) and s1 →GMT s′1 .

(s2 , u, q) ≡ (s2 , t, true) ⇒GMTt2 (s2 , t′ , p′ )
b

is actually a one-step transition
(s2 , u, q) ≡ (s2 , t, true) →GMTt2 (s2 , t′ , p′ )
b

Thus, there exists a state s′2 of GMT such that:
a′

• We have s2 ⇒GMT s′2 and asGMT (s′1 , s′2 );

since GMTt2 does not have any internal actions. Hence, for
GMTt2, we can prove the anonymity by proving:

• a ∈ {giveMe10(Alice), giveMe10(Bob)} implies a′ ∈ {giveMe10(Alice), giveMe10(Bob)};
and
• a = pay10 implies a′ = a = pay10.
Therefore, for the state (s′2 , t, true), we have:
a′

• (s2 , u, q) ≡ (s2 , t, false) ⇒GMTt2 (s′2 , t, true),
and
• asGMTt2 ((s′1 , t, p′ ), (s′2 , t, true)).
Consequently, if binary relation asGMT is an anonymous simulation, then binary relation asGMTt2 satisfies a step correspondence condition for any normal action.

For any GMTt2’s time action b and any states s1 , s2
with asGMT (s1 , s2 ), if action b is enabled at state
(s1 , t, p) then b is also enabled at (s2 , u, q).
Specifically, it suffices to show the following three formulae
with a theorem proving tool [24], where enabled(s, a)
is true if action a is enabled at state s:
(as(s1, s2) /\ enabled(s1, giveMe10Time))
=> enabled(s2, giveMe10Time),
(as(s1, s2) /\ enabled(s1, pay10Time(t)))
=> enabled(s2, pay10Time(t))
and
(as(s1, s2) /\ enabled(s1, elapse(delta)))
=> enabled(s2, elapse(delta)).
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5 DISCUSSION
This section discusses the formal proof approaches for timed
anonymity.

5.1 Untimed Automaton vs. Timed
Automaton
In this study, we described a timed system as an infinitestate system with a conventional I/O-automaton, and we applied the proof method for anonymity [1] directly. As another
approach, it seems possible to redefine the anonymity proof
technique of [1][25] in timed automaton [26] or in timed I/Oautomaton [18]. In this section we compare the approaches.
Timed automaton models are designed for dealing with timing features of computation; so, several constraints are introduced to verify timing properties properly. For example, an
execution sequence where only time actions occur infinitely
often and normal actions do not occur is regarded as unfair,
and unfair execution sequences are prohibited. However, for
anonymity verification we might not need such a condition;
even though there is an unfair execution sequence by actor
Alice in a security protocol, we can discuss the anonymity if
the security protocol has its corresponding (unfair) execution
sequence by actor Bob.
The untimed I/O-automaton model does not support such
conditions, but it has various verification tools and proof methods, and we can use them to prove anonymity. This as an advantage of using untimed I/O-automaton theory. However,
in our approach we should introduce a parameter for realvalued times; that is, we must handle infinite-state systems.
We can overcome this problem since I/O-automaton theory
[5][6] does not assume finiteness of the number of states or
trace length, and simulation-based proof techniques are applicable to prove the trace inclusion of infinite-state systems.
We compared the both approaches, and in this study we
employed a formal specification language based on conventional I/O-automaton theory. The main reason is that various
verification tools are available.

5.2 On Anonymity Proof Method for Security
Protocols with Stronger Adversaries
We have introduced an automaton that has variables timer
and timerFlg in this study. A similar approach is employed
in [27] to deal with stronger adversaries.
The technique in [1] can only deal with eavesdroppers, and
in [27] an adversary model has been introduced to handle
stronger adversaries, which may change the protocol’s state
in various ways, e.g. by sending dummy messages and by
rewriting disk image of a PC. This is formalized as follows.
Definition 3 (Attacker part) Attacker Atk of system X is
quadruplet (states(X), SAtk , AAtk , TAtk ), where a set of attacker’s states SAtk , a set of attacker’s actions AAtk and a
set of attacker’s transitions TAtk should satisfy:

sig(X) ∩ AAtk = ∅ and



TAtk ⊆ {((s1 , v1 ), a, (s2 , v2 )) | s1 , s2 ∈ states(X),
v1 , v2 ∈ SAtk ,



a ∈ AAtk }.
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With the attacker part Atk, automaton (X, Atk) is defined
with:
states((X, Atk)) = {(s, v) | s ∈ states(X), v ∈ SAtk },
start((X, Atk)) = {(s, v) | s ∈ start(X), v ∈ SAtk },
ext((X, Atk)) = ext(X) ∪ AAtk ,
int((X, Atk)) = int(X),
act((X, Atk)) = act(X), and
trans((X, Atk))
= {((s1 , v), a, (s2 , v)) | (s1 , a, s2 ) ∈ trans(X), v ∈ SAtk }
∪TAtk .
For automaton (X, Atk), a state (s, v) ∈ states((X, Atk))
has two parts. The second part v is a state of the attacker, and
the protocol part X does not change the second part. We can
see that, in analogy with the above adversary model, timerrelated variables correspond to the attacker’s state v, and time
actions correspond to attacker’s actions TAtk .
This paper has shown a basic idea to prove the anonymity
of timed systems, but we have not introduced a formal definition for timed anonymity. We believe that it is possible to
introduce such a formal definition as in a similar way of [27].

6

CONCLUSION

This paper discussed a method to verify the anonymity of
timed systems. By describing a timed system with an I/Oautomaton-based formal specification language, a proof technique for anonymity of untimed systems can be applied to a
timed system.
This paper has shown a basic idea to prove the anonymity
of timed systems with a small example. As described in Section 5.2 , the formalization of timed anonymity is not complete, and it is an important future work. Also, it is another
interesting future work to deal with a larger example such
as Mixnet [28]. This is a well-known protocol that relaizes
anonymous communication, and we can see that this is a larger
and real application. In this study, we have conducted a stepwise verification of anonymity with the following three steps:
1. After describing an untimed version’s specification of a
communication protocol, we prove the existence of an
anonymous simulation;
2. We obtain a corresponding timed version’s specification by introducing some time actions;
3. We can easily extend the anonymous simulation relation for the timed system, and we prove that the extended binary relation satisfies the step’s correspondence
condition for all of the time actions.
We believe that the above approach is also applicable to various real applications, including Mixnet, and it is an interesting
future work.
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A I/O-AUTOMATON AND IOA
LANGUAGE
I/O-automaton theory is a formal system to describe and
analyze distributed algorithms. This section provides a brief
overview of I/O-automaton theory and IOA formal specification language. A formal definition of an I/O-automaton is
given in Section A.1.

A.1 I/O-Automaton Theory
An I/O-automaton X is a tuple
(sig(X), states(X), start(X), trans(X))
where sig(X) is a set of actions, states(X) is a set of states,
start(X) ⊂ states(X) is a set of initial states, and
trans(X) ⊂ states(X) × sig(X) × states(X)
is a set of transitions. There are three sorts of actions — input, output and internal. We use in(X), out(X) and int(X)
for the sets of input, output and internal actions, respectively.
We assume that in(X), out(X) and int(X) are disjoint. We
define ext(X) as the union of out(X) and in(X), and an element of ext(X) is called an external action. For simplicity, this paper only deals with I/O-automaton X satisfying
in(X) = ∅; that is, we assume that ext(X) = out(X).
a
Transition (s, a, s′ ) ∈ trans(X) is written as s →X s′ ;
we also write s →X s′ if a is internal. We define the relation →
→ X as the reflexive transitive closure of →X . For any
a
a ∈ sig(X) and s, s′ ∈ states(X), we write s ⇒X s′ for
a
s→
→ X s1 →X s2 →
→ X s′ with some s1 , s2 ∈ states(X) if a
is external, or for s →
→ X s′ if a is internal.
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automaton channel(i, j: ID)
signature
input send(const i, const j, r:Req)
output recv(const i, const j, r:Req)
states
queue: Seq[MES] so that queue = empty
transitions
input send(i, j, r)
eff queue := packet(i, j, r) -| queue
output recv(i, j, r)
pre queue ˜= empty
/\ last(queue) = packet(i, j, r)
eff queue := init(queue)

Note: We employ several pre-defined datatypes or operators, such
as datatype Seq for a sequence, operators := (substitution), -| (appending an element to the head of a sequence), |- (appending an
element to the tail), last (a sequence’s tail element) and init
(deleting the tail element).
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3. transitions: defines a body for each action, and
the body is described in a precondition-effect style. There
are two actions in the above example:
Input action send(i, j, r): attaches message
packet(i, j, r) to the head of queue. Input
actions do not have preconditions;
Output action recv(i, j, r): is executable
when queue is not empty and the last element of
queue is packet(i, j, r). The effect is to
remove packet(i, j, r) from queue.
A state is formalized as a tuple of values for which a sort is
declared in the states-part of IOA specification. For example, state set states(channel(i, j)) of I/O-automaton
channel(i, j) is
{ (queue) | queue is a value of sort Seq[MES] }.
(Received October 17, 2016)

Figure 7: Formalizing a communication channel
For any initial state s0 ∈ start(X) and transition sequence
a2
an
a1
α ≡ s0 →
X s1 →X · · · →X sn , the sub-sequence of
a1 a2 · · · an that consists of all the external actions is called
the trace of α. We write traces(X) for the entire set of X’s
traces. In I/O-automaton theory, various properties of a distributed system can be defined as conditions of a trace set (see
Sec. 8.5.3 of [6]), and a proof technique with forward simulations is available to show the inclusion of trace sets of two
I/O-automata.
Definition 4 A forward simulation f ⊂ states(X)×states(Y )
from automaton X to automaton Y is a binary relation with
the following:
1. For any initial state a of X, there is some initial state b
of Y and f (a, b) holds;
2. For any reachable states a1 , a2 of X, any reachable
state b1 of Y and any action π of X, if f (a1 , b1 ) and
π
a1 →X a2 hold then there is a state b2 that satisfies
β

π

f (a2 , b2 ) and b1 ⇒Y b2 with β = trace(a1 →X a2 ).
Proposition 2 (Th. 3.10 of [5]) traces(X) ⊆ traces(Y ) holds
if there is a forward simulation from X to Y .
□

A.2 IOA Specification Language
In this paper we specify systems in IOA language [4], which
is a formal specification language based on I/O-automaton
theory. Figure 7 is an IOA example that models a communication channel from agent i to agent j. IOA specification
channel(i, j) consists of the following portions:
1. signature: declares actions and their sorts;
2. states: declares variables. In this example, a variable queue for a message sequence is declared with
the initial value empty and a sort Seq[MES];
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Abstract – To realize a safe car society, it is necessary to
support drivers not only in mechanical aspects but also human aspects. We propose a system for automatically generating a near-miss map utilizing driver’s emotion. Existing
near-miss map systems only use conditions of the car such
as heavy braking to detect unsafe locations. However, the
accuracy of the near-miss map is not so high because there
are many false negative and false positive errors. To decrease the false positive errors and false negative errors for
generating a high-accuracy near-miss map, we introduce
human emotions into the detection of unsafe locations and
realize a high-accuracy near-miss map system. In this paper,
we report the design and implementation of our prototype
system and evaluation results of the prototype system in
terms of false negative and false positive errors.

Keywords: Emotion, Near-Miss Map

1

INTRODUCTION

There are 77 million cars in Japan [1] and 1.1 billion cars
in the world [2]. The cars are useful and essential for people
to live a daily life. On the other hand, there were 540 thousand traffic accidents in Japan. 4100 people died as the victim of the traffic accidents and 670 people were injured [3].
The cars also pose a significant danger to people and we
must decrease the risk. As mechanical approaches, recent
cars equip driving assistance technologies such as ESC
(Electronic Stability Control) and ABS (Antilock Brake System). In addition, more advance technologies which include
pre-crash safety are coming into practical use in recent years
such as ADAS (Advanced Driving Assistant System) and
DSSS (Driving Safety Support Systems). With assistance of
these technologies, the traffic accidents decreased from 950
thousand in 2003, when there were the highest number of
the accidents, to 540 thousand in 2015. The decrease ratio,
however, draws a shallow slope in recent years and it needs
other solutions than just the mechanical ones.
It is said that a reason caused majority of the traffic accidents is human error. To decrease the traffic accidents, we
need to focus on human and support drivers introducing
more human approaches. As the human approaches, it is
recognized that the driver’s emotion affect the driving performance. The typical example is “Road Rage” [4]. The road
rage is a term used to denote aggressive behaviors by drivers
when they are cut into their line, overtaken by the others and
got angry by other reasons. It causes fatal and injury accidents. In this way, the human emotions are important for the
driving safety. Many researchers study influence of the driv-

er’s emotion and apply the driver’s emotion to the driving
support system [11]-[16].
In this research, we develop a system which creates a
high-accurate near-miss map utilizing the driver’s emotions.
The near-miss map is a map which shows unsafe locations
gathering information. The information gathering of the unsafe location in the existed system is realized by 2 different
ways. The first is a manually operated way which gathers
from human (e.g. questionnaire survey) the second is an
automatically operated way which gathers from sensors (e.g.
heavy braking detection). The manually operated way requires a great deal of time and the automatically operated
way has an accuracy problem of unsafe location detection.
We introduce driver’s emotion to the automatically operated
way in order to improve the accuracy of unsafe location detection. In our proposed system, a smartphone is used to
recognize driver’s surprise and fear emotions by facial expression and detect an unsafe location using the driver’s
emotions in conjunction with sensed car conditions. The
information of unsafe location is sent to the server via the
Internet. The other drivers which come by near the location
can receive warning to be aware of the risk of traffic accidents.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
describe human emotion researched in psychology and applied studies of the human emotions in the automobile field.
Section 3 shows existed near-miss map system and their
problems as a preliminary study. We propose a near-miss
map system utilizing driver’s emotion in section 4 and implement a prototype system in section 5. Section 6 evaluates
the prototype system and reports the experiment results.
Section 7 gives some conclusions and our future work.

2

RELATED WORK

As related work, we explain human emotions at first. After that, we describe existed researches which utilize human
emotions in automobile field and the effectiveness to apply
human emotions to driving assistance systems.

2.1

Human Emotions

Human emotions have been researched in the field of psychology. Ekman defined six basic emotions by researching
facial expressions of human [5]. The basic emotions are
“happiness”, “surprise”, “fear”, “sadness”, “anger”, and
“disgust”. Seven emotions added “neutral” to the six basic
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emotions are frequently used in the field of facial expression
recognition with image processing technologies [6]-[8].
In some researches applied human emotions to information systems, the emotion model defined by Plutchik is
used. Plutchik defines dimensions which include eight basic
emotions “joy”, “trust”, “fear”, “surprise”, “sadness”, “disgust”, “anger”, and “anticipation” [9]. These emotions presents a circumplex model. In this model, similar emotions
are placed on the neighborhood and opposite emotions are
placed on the opposite side. Plutchik also defines eight combinations of two basic emotions “love”, “submission”,
“awe”, “disapproval”, “remorse”, “contempt”, “aggressiveness”, and “optimism”.
Parrot classify human emotions and define them as hierarchical tree structure [10]. The primary emotions are “love”,
“joy”, “surprise”, “anger”, “sadness”, and “fear”. Other a lot
of emotions more than one hundred are also defined as secondary emotions and tertiary emotions.
In the above emotion models, there are several common
basic emotions such as “surprise”, “anger”, “sadness”, and
“fear”. From these common basic emotions, we focus on the
“surprise” and “fear” emotions in our research because these
emotions can be appeared on driver’s facial expression in
near-miss situation.

2.2

Emotions in Automobile Field

There are a lot of researches to detect emotions of drivers
using sensor devices and grasp conditions of the drivers.
Jones researched a method to detect driver’s emotion using
his/her speech and developed a system for emotion recognition in a car [11]. Riener proposed a method to detect driver’s emotions using his/her heart rate variability [12]. Haak
tried to detect driver’s emotion by analyzing his/her brain
signals [13]. Moreover, Anzengruber developed a system
which can detect driver’s emotions using his/her face surface temperature and evaluated the system on a driving simulator [14]. In this manner, we can detect driver’s emotions
utilizing information collected by various sensor devices.
There are also applied researches utilizing the detected
driver’s emotions. Jeon studied effects of driver’s angry and
fear emotion on his/her driving performance [15]. He found
angry drivers made more mistakes than fear drivers and fear
drivers had heavier workload than angry drivers. Cilfford
described traffic accidents cloud be decreased if a navigation
system changes emotional expression of voice guidance [16].
The energetic voice of the navigation system was effective
when driver was happy and subdued voice was effective for
upset drivers in the experiments. In this manner, these researches indicate the driver’s emotions affect his/her driving
performance significantly. To grasp not only car conditions
but also driver’s conditions using his/her emotions is necessary and utilization of the driver’s emotions will be effective
to develop a system which creates a high-accurate near-miss
map.

3

PRELIMINARY STUDY

In this section, we describe several existed near-miss
maps and their map generating methods. Then, we clarify a
problem of the generating methods.

3.1

Existed Near-Miss Maps

Many local governments and organizations create and offer near-miss maps for citizens and communities. To create
and offer the near-miss maps, it is necessary to gather information of unsafe locations and warn the information to
people. In this research, we focus on information gathering
of unsafe locations.
There are two methods for the information gathering to
create near-miss maps. The first method is manual information gathering. It gathers information manually by means
of questionnaire surveys and interview researches (called
"manual information gathering" hereafter). Most near-miss
maps [17]-[20] are created by the manual information gathering. This method can gather high-accurate information.
However, a great deal of time and effort is required and it is
difficult to gather information in real time. The second
method is automatic information gathering. It gathers information automatically by means of analyzing sensor data
(called "automatic information gathering" hereafter). Typical
example is the SAFETY MAP of Honda Internavi [21]. The
automatic information gathering detects a heavy braking and
bad road using acceleration sensors and so on. This method
does not need time and effort. However, accuracy of the
map is not so high because it uses only car conditions although it does not always show the driver feels a sense of
danger at that time.

3.2

Manual vs. Automatic Information
Gathering

To determine whether there is difference between manual
information gathering and automatic information gathering,
we compare the existed near-miss maps. In this preliminary
study, we compared a near-miss map at the station of
Muikamachi, Minamiuonuma city of Niigata in Japan [20]
with a map of the SAFETY MAP [21] at the same location.
The former map is created by manual information gathering
(called "manual near-miss map" hereafter). The latter map is
created by Honda Internavi which detects -0.2G acceleration
and estimates a heavy breaking (called "automatic near-miss
map" hereafter).
By comparing these two near-miss maps, we found the
manual near-miss map said unsafe locations but not unsafe
locations in automatic near-miss map. This problem is called
“false negative error”. The term, false negative error is a
result that indicates a given condition is not fulfilled but the
actual condition is fulfilled. There are many false negative
errors in the automatic near-miss map. Thus, these false
negative errors mean the driver felt a sense of danger but did
not brake hard. Especially, these errors were found around
locations where city areas prohibited speeding.
On the other hands, we found the automatic near-miss
map said unsafe locations but not unsafe location in manual
near-miss map. This problem is called “false positive error”.
The term, false positive error is a result that indicates a given condition is fulfilled but the actual condition is not fulfilled. There are many false positive errors in the automatic
near-miss map. Thus, these false positive errors mean the
driver did not feel a sense of danger but braked hard.
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Table 1: False negative and false positive error
Condition (Correct Answer)

Test
Outcome

Positive

Negative

Positive

True Positive

False Positive

Negative

False Negative

True Negative

1. Driver’s fear and surprise emotion
＋Abnormal car conditions
＋Geographical coordinates

Near-Miss Map Server
(3) Estimation and record
of an unsafe location
The Internet

(4) Warning to drivers
who come by near
the unsafe location

3G/4G
(2) Detection of driver’s fear
and surprise emotions

3. Warning

Client

(1) Detection of abnormal
car conditions

Client

Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed system
Proposed
System
2. Storing unsafe location
Drivers who felt a danger

Our Research Scope

Drivers who come by
near the unsafe location

Figure 1: The model of our proposed system
Especially, these errors were found around locations where
long straight road with a good view allowed speeding.
Table 1 shows supplementary explanation for the false
negative and false positive errors. The false negative and
false positive errors must be solved in order to increase accurate of the automatic near-miss map. As mentioned above,
car conditions such as heavy brakes are not enough to detect
actual unsafe locations where the driver feels a sense of
danger. If we apply the driver’s emotions to the automatic
information gathering, more high-accurate near-miss map
can be created without time and effort.

4

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Detection of abnormal car conditions
Detection of driver’s fear and surprise emotions
Estimation and record of an unsafe location
Warning to drivers who come by near the unsafe location

In next section, we implement a prototype system using
the above procedure.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe implementation of functions
(1) detection of abnormal car conditions, (2) detection of
driver’s fear and surprise emotions, (3) estimation and record of an unsafe location, and (4) warning to drivers who
come by near the unsafe location. The function (4) is out of
our research scope but we just implement it.

5.1

Detection of Abnormal Car Conditions

PROPOSED SYSTEM

We propose a system which creates a high-accurate nearmiss map utilizing the driver’s emotion.in order to realize a
safe car society. Figure 1 shows the model of our proposed
system. The proposed system utilize driver’s fear and surprise emotions and abnormal car conditions to gather information of unsafe locations. By using not only car conditions
but also driver’s conditions, it improves accuracy of the automatic information gathering for unsafe locations. The proposed system uses the information of unsafe locations and
warns of a danger to drivers who come by near the locations
in order to encourage them to drive carefully. In this research, our research scope is the mechanism of information
gathering for unsafe locations in a high accuracy.
The proposed system use general-purpose smartphones
and does not need any dedicated devices so that more people
can use the system. Therefore, we use only general sensors
such as a camera and an acceleration sensor equipped in the
general-purpose smartphones. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed system. The procedure of proposed system is as follows.

We detect heavy brakes to detect abnormal car conditions.
An acceleration sensor equipped in a smartphone is used for
the function of heavy brake detection. The function detects a
certain measure of acceleration. In the prototype system, a
smartphone is mounted on dashboard of a car and senses
variation of the acceleration. When the variation value exceeded by -0.25G which is defined by reference to the other
existed system for automatic near-miss map, the function
recognizes it as a heavy brake.

5.2

Detection of Driver’s Fear and Surprise
Emotions

For the detection of driver’s fear and surprise emotions,
we use clmtrackr [22],[23] which is a library of facial expression recognition. This library presents each emotion as a
probability value from 0.0 to 1.0 by the facial expression. It
uses a camera of the mounted smartphone and gets driver’s
facial expression images in real time. From the image, the
library calculate the probability value for each emotion as
shown in Fig. 3.
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Acceleration

Driver’s Face and
Emotion Detection

Figure 4: The user interface of the prototype system

Figure 3: The detection of each emotion
by facial expression image in real time

5.3

Estimation and Record of an Unsafe
Location

We conducted a preliminary experiment to assess a reference probability value of fear or surprise emotion for estimation of unsafe locations and set it to 0.3 with heavy brakes.
However, it could not detect unsafe locations when the
heavy brake was not detected in a city areas prohibited
speeding. In such a case, we use a high probability value of
fear or surprise emotions with no heavy brake to estimate
unsafe locations in low-speed areas. The high probability
value for fear and surprise emotions is used for 0.6 which is
twice as much as 0.3 with heavy brakes. After the detection,
information of the unsafe location is sent to a server on the
Internet via 3G/4G wireless network. The client communicates with the server using WebSocket and the information
includes geographical coordinates of an unsafe location,
probability values of the driver’s emotions and acceleration
data.

5.4

Warning to Drivers

Figure 4 shows a user interface of the prototype system on
a smartphone in order to detect unsafe locations and give a
warning to the driver. The user interface presents a driver’s
current location on the map by using GPS equipped in the
smartphone. The current location is updated in real-time.
Unsafe locations are also displayed on the map by getting
unsafe location information from the server. The driver’s
facial expression image is taken from a camera equipped in

the smartphone and driver’s emotions are detected in real
time. The acceleration value is displayed for heavy brakes.
The client communicates with the server every 5 seconds. It
sends current location information and receives unsafe location information. When the driver comes close to an unsafe
location, the client give a warning to the driver with alarmed
sound and text. After a fixed time, the alarm is stopped.

6

EVALUATION

We evaluate the prototype system in terms of falsenegative and false-positive errors. At first, we explain the
experimental methodology. Then, we show the results and
discuss about accuracy of the near-miss map.

6.1

Experimental Methodology

In the experiment, we create a manual near-miss map created by a questionnaire and an automatic near-miss map
created by the prototype system. After that, we compare
them if the automatic near-miss map achieves low falsenegative and false-positive errors.
Figure 5 shows the driving route in the experiment. The
route includes residential sections around our university,
straight road where the driver can put on speed, sloping, and
various types of roads. It is 17 km long and takes time for
approximately 30 minutes to go around the route.
At first, we created a manual near-miss map by a questionnaire. The subjects are 30 students, who have driver license, of our university. Before conducting the questionnaire,
we developed a system for the questionnaire survey which
presents a driving video on the route and current car location
on a map as shown in Fig. 6. The subjects used the system
and answered unsafe locations and their reasons. Figure 7
shows the format of the questionnaire. In this time, there
were no dangerous scene in the video and we asked subjects
to remember their experience when passed the locations. We
defined the unsafe locations where the subjects of 10 percent
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Num. Reason

Ex.

Narrow and hard to find pedestrians.

Ex.

Figure 7: The format of the questionnaire
Figure 7: The format of the questionnaire

Figure 5: The driving route in the experiment

Figure 8: The experimental environment in the car

6.2

Figure 6: A system for the questionnaire
(3 subjects) answered it was unsafe in the questionnaire.
Secondly, we conducted an experiment on the road with a
real car which mounted a smartphone on the dashboard for
the prototype system. In this experiment, the subjects were
20 students, who have driver license, of our university. We
suppose the proposed system is utilize driver’s emotion.
However, for the safety of the subjects, they rode in the front
passenger seat of the car and the author drove the car. We
also record the driving video for analytical use. Figure 8
shows the experimental environment in the car.

Results and Discussions

Figure 9 shows the result of the manual near-miss map
created by the questionnaire. The pins show the unsafe locations defined by the questionnaire. In this evaluation, we use
this map as a correct data which presents unsafe locations.
Figure 10 shows the locations where the heavy brake was
detected on the road with a real car. We can see there are
many false positive and false negative errors comparing with
the manual near-miss map. It is difficult to create a nearmiss map only using heavy brake detection.
Figure 11 shows the location where the heavy brake was
detected with greater than 0.3 probability value of
fear/surprise emotions. This result can be reduce false
positive errors. However, there are false negative errors yet
comparing with the manual near-miss map.
Figure 12 shows the automatic near-miss map created by
the prototype system. This is a map which are added locations greater than 0.6 probability value of fear/surprise
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Figure 9: The manual near-miss map
created by the questionnaire

Figure 11: Heavy brake with greater than 0.3
probability value of fear/surprise emotions
emotions to Fig. 11.
Figure 13 shows the comparison result of these two maps.
The circles show the locations of false-positive errors and
the triangles show the locations of false-negative errors.
Table 2 shows the result of false-positive and false-negative
error rate.
The locations of false-positive errors were three points.
The one point was detected by heavy brakes and 0.3 probability value of fear/surprise emotions. The other two points
were detected by 0.6 probability value of fear/surprise emotions. The rate of the false-positive errors was 14 % which
was on 3 errors of 21 detected locations and the prototype
system achieved low false-positive error rate.
The locations of false-negative errors were eight points.
The rate of the false-negative errors was 36 % which was on
8 errors of 22 actual unsafe locations. The prototype system
should be improved in terms of the unsafe locations. Possible reasons for the false-negative errors are low accuracy of
the emotion detection. Since the emotion detection of facial
expression is difficult and has a limit of accuracy, the prototype system could not detected the subject’s fear/surprise
emotions. One of the solutions is to use together with other
methods for emotion detection such as utilization of driver’s
heart rate, body temperature and so on.

Figure 10: The locations of heavy brakes
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Figure 12: The automatic near-miss map
created by the prototype system

False-positive

Table 2: Percentage of false-positive and false-negative error
in the evaluation

False-positive
False-negative

14 %
36 %

Figure 13: The result compared between the
manual and automatic near-miss maps
[4]

[5]

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a high-accurate near-miss map
system utilizing driver's emotions and developed the prototype system. From the evaluation experiment, we found our
proposed system could achieve false-positive error rate although it required to improve false-negative error rate. For
the future work, we will introduce other methods for emotion detection to reduce false-negative error rate.

[6]

[7]
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Abstract - Bayesian Network is a graphical model that expresses causal relationship among events, which is regarded
to be useful in decision making in various practical scenes.
A number of algorithms to learn Bayesian Network structure
from data have been proposed so far, but since the problem
to learn Bayesian Network structure is proved to be NP-hard,
it takes considerable time to learn sub-optimal structures. As
one of the efficient approximation algorithm to obtain good
(but not optimal) solution in practical time, EDA-based genetic algorithms are used. However, it still takes time to compute the solution on a CPU. Thus, in this paper, we propose
a method to accelerate the EDA-based algorithm by designing parallel execution of the algorithm using GPUs. Through
evaluation, we show that the proposed algorithm runs about
14-times faster than the original one executed on CPU. We
also compare the quality of Bayesian network models created
by major approaches in the literature, and found that EDAbased algorithm is superior to the others. We concludes that
the proposed algorithm to learn Bayesian network structures
is good in both quality and computational speed.
Keywords: Bayesian Networks, GPU, EDA, PBIL

1 INTRODUCTION
Bayesian Networks (BNs) are regarded as useful graphical models used to analyze causal relationship among events.
There are so many practical fields in which Bayesian Networks are effectively utilized, such as bioinformatics research,
medical analyses and diagnosis, computer security, system diagnosis and monitoring, etc. Recently, because we are surrounded by so much data coming from the Internet, sensors
embedded to the environment, or various information systems, the importance of Bayesian Networks as analytic tools
is continuously growing larger and larger.
A large number of studies have been dedicated to learn
good BNs efficiently in the literature. It is well-known that
BN structure learning can be formulated as an optimization
problem that optimizes a model score defined as an information criterion. However, because it is proved to be NPhard [1], to solve the problem approximately within practical time is significantly important. One traditional method is
K2 [2], which introduce the constraint on variable order to
reduce the search space. The variable order is the constraint
on events n1 , n2 , . . . , nk where ni can be a parent of nj only
if ni ≺ nj . However, because the order constraint such that
ni ≺ nj cannot be defined frequently (i.e., it is possibly defined only in the apparent case, for example, ni occurs before
nj in time), there are many cases in practice in which order

constraint is not applicable.
To solve the optimization problem without order constraint,
many studies tried to find sub-optimal BN models. Recently,
algorithms based on genetic algorithms (GAs) are well-studied, as shown in the survey article [6]. Among them, we in
this paper focus on a kind of GA-based algorithm called EDA
(Estimation of Distribution Algorithms), in which the distribution of model scores on the graph space is estimated in order to find better-score Bayesian Network models efficiently.
Note that EDA is one of the representative methods to compute BN models efficiently and approximately.
Specifically, we treat a EDA-based algorithm called PBIL
(Probability-Based Incremental Learning) [12], which is reported to be the best to learn BNs among EDAs-based algorithms [7]. The problem here is that the above algorithms
including PBIL-based one take significant time to learn BNs.
To cope with the large data available today, acceleration of
those algorithms to run within shorter time is important.
In this paper, we present a method to accelerate a PBILbased BN-learning algorithm to run much faster using GPU
computation. Our method incorporates parallel computation
on GPU based on the coalesce access technique to accelerate
the calculation of model scores such as AIC. We evaluated
the proposed method using well-know bench-mark data sets,
and found that the algorithm achieve about 14-times faster
running speed than the original CPU-executed algorithm using consumer-class GPU hardware. We further compared the
quality (i.e., optimality) of the solusions between major algorithm to learn Bayesian Networks in order to confirm the performance of PBIL-based algorithms. As a result, we found
that the PBIL-based algorithm is superior to the other major approaches to learn BNs. From above, we conclude that
the algorithm proposed in this paper computes good solutions
within a short time by utilizing GPUs.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we describe
the major approaches of algorithms to learn BNs in the literature. In Sec. 3, we introduce the optimization problem to
learn BN structures and give the specific description of PBILbased BN-learning algorithm. After we concisely explain the
GPU architecture related to our work in Sec. 4, we describe
the proposed method to accelerate the PBIL-based algorithm
using GPU computation in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6 we evaluate
the running speed and the quality of solution of the proposed
method, we finally conclude the work in Sec. 7.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we concisely introduce the major approaches
to learn BNs presented in the literature.
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Local search is one of the most basic approaches to solve
large-space optimization problems, including BN learning.
Greedy hill climbing (GHC), which is the most basic one,
explores the search space by moving to the best-score point
among the vicinity of the current point. In learning BNs, GHC
is usually applied to search the graph space. There are several
variants in this sort of algorithms such as MMHC[4].
Simulated annealing (SA) is also a well-known local-searchbased algorithm used in learning BNs [5], which is different
from GHC in that SA does not always move to better-score
point; SA has a parameter T called temperature, which is decreased gradually as iteration proceeds. In each iteration, SA
selects randomly a point in the vicinity, and moves to it if the
score of the new point is better, otherwise moves to it with the
probability determined by T .
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are frequently used in NP-hard
problems to obtain approximate solutions in a practical time.
In GAs, crossover and mutation operators are applied to obtain a set of next-generation individuals. For learning BNs,
one major strategy is called K2GA[3][8][9], in which GA is
applied to evolve the order constraint from which K2 heuristic
generates a graph structure. There are other ways to use GA
to learn BNs such as graph evolution [10] and co-evolution
algorithms [11] that evolve directly the graph structure.
As a kind of GA, EDA-based algorithms also have applied
to learn BNs. In EDA, the distribution of scores in the search
space is estimated using a set of individuals in a generation,
and update the probability vector to generate individuals of
the next generation. PBIL (Probability Based Incremental
Learning), which is one of EDA, is first proposed in [12], first
applied to learn BNs in [13], and reported to outperform other
EDAs in learning BNs[7]. PBIL stops running when the probability vector converges. To avoid terminating and continue
searching, several mutation operators such as bitwise mutation (BM)[14], transpose mutation (TM)[7], and probability
mutations (PM)[15] have been proposed. Later, efficient repetition technique called PBIL-RS is proposed in [16] and reported to outperform the above mutation operators.
A few parallel algorithms to learn Bayesian Networks have
been proposed in the literature. Nikolova, et al., proposed a
parallel algorithm that searches graph space in parallel using
conditional independence tests [19]. However, since this algorithm runs on multi-CPU platforms, it is not comparable to
our algorithm that runs on GPU. Of course, utilizing muitiCPU hardware is a possible choice. However, our choice, i.e.,
using GPUs, has an advantage that we can use well-populated
and cheeper hardware to accelerate the structure learning of
Bayesian networks. Linderman[20] and Wang[21], respectively, proposed an algorithm that accelerate MCMC sampling in the ordering space. Althrough MCMC-based algorithm could be a powerful choice to learn Beysian Networks,
they are usually applied to the case in which each node (i.e.,
events) takes a real value and its statistical distribution is assumed. However, since in this paper we treats the case of discrete values, especially binary values in many cases, MCMCbased methods are too heavy and time-consuming. No parallel algorithm for GPU that is suitable to treat discrete-value
cases has not been proposed so far.

3 PRELIMINARIES
3.1 Problem Formulation
A Bayesian Network model is a graphical model that represents the causal relationship among events. A Bayesian Network model has a structure represented by a directed graph
where events are denoted by nodes while causal relationships
are denoted by directed edges. In many cases (including this
work), each node takes multinomial discrete values, and conditional probabilities among them are expressed by a model.
See Fig. 1 for a concise example. Nodes n1 , n2 , and n3 represent distinct events, where they take 1 if the corresponding
events occur, and take 0 if the events do not occur (in this case
we show a binomial case for conciseness). Edges n1 → n3
and n2 → n3 represent causal relationships, which mean that
the probability of occurrence for each n3 value depends on
the values of n1 and n2 . If edge n1 → n3 exists, we call that
n1 is a parent of n3 and n3 is a child of n1 . Because nodes n1
and n2 do not have their parents, they have own prior probabilities P (n1 ) and P (n2 ). On the other hand, because node
n3 has two parents n1 and n2 , it has a conditional probability
P (n3 |n1 , n2 ). In this example, the probability that n3 occurs is 0.890 under the assumption that both n1 and n2 occur.
Note that, from this model, Bayesian inference is possible: if
n3 is known, then the posterior probability of n1 and n2 can
be determined, which enables us to infer more accurately the
occurrence of events.
The Bayesian Networks model can be learned from the
data obtained through the observation of events. Let N =
{ni }, (1 ≤ i ≤ |N |) be a set of events, and O = {oj },
(1 ≤ j ≤ |O|) be a set of observations, where |N | is the
number of events and |O| that of observations. Let oj =
(xj1 , xj2 , . . . , xj|N | ) be j-th observation, which is a set of
observed values xji on event ni for all i(1 ≤ i ≤ |N |). We
try to learn a good Bayesian Network model m from the given
set of observations. Note that, good Bayesian Network model
m is the one that creates data sets similar to the original observation O. As an model score (i.e., evaluation criterion) to
measure the level of fitting between m and O, several information criteria such as AIC (Akaike’s Information Criterion)
[17] are used. Formally, the problem of learning Bayesian
Networks that we consider in this paper is defined as follows:
Problem 1: From the given set of observations O, find a
Bayesian Network model m that has the lowest model score.

3.2 PBIL
In PBIL, an individual creature m is defined as a vector
m = {e1 , e2 , . . . , eL }, where ei (1 ≤ i ≤ L) is the i-th element that takes a value 0 or 1, and L is the number of elements
that consist of an individual. Let P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pL } be a
probability vector where pi (1 ≤ i ≤ L) represents the probability to be ei = 1. The algorithm of PBIL is described as
follows:
(1) As initialization, we let pi = 0.5 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , L.
(2) Generate a set M that consists of |M | individuals according to probability vector P , i.e., element ei of each
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e22 , . . . , e|N |1 , e|N |2 , . . . , e|N ||N | } where eij corresponds to
the edge from an event ni to nj , i.e., if eij = 1, the edge from
ni to nj exists in m, and if eij = 0 it does not exist. Similarly,
we have the probability vector P to generate individual models as P = {p11 , p12 , . . . , p1|N | , p21 , p22 , . . . , p|N |1 , p|N |2 ,
. . . , p|N ||N | } where pij is the probability that the edge from
ni to nj exists. A probability vector can be regarded as a table
as illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that, because BNs do not allow
self-edges, pij is always 0 if i = j. The process of the BNlearning algorithm is basically obtained from the steps of the
general PBIL, as described in the following (See also Fig. 3
that illustrate these steps).

Figure 1: An Example of Bayesian Network Models

(1) Initialize the probability vector P as pij = 0 if i = j,
and pij = 0.5 otherwise, for each i, j(1 ≤ i, j ≤ |N |).
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(2) Generate M as a set of |M | individual models according to P .

!

(3) Compute the evaluation scores for all individual models
m ∈ M.

pij … pNj
!



!

… piN … 0.0

(4) Select a set of individuals M Topk whose members have
top-k evaluation values in M , and update the probability vector according to the formula (1).

Figure 2: A Probability Vector
individual is determined by the corresponding probability pi .
(3) Compute the score for each individual m ∈ M .
(4) Select a set of individuals M Topk whose members have
evaluation scores within top k in M , and update the
probability vector according to M Topk . Specifically,
the formula applied to every pi to update the probability
vector is shown as follows.
pnew
= ratio(i) × α + pi × (1 − α),
i

(1)

where pnew
is the updated value of the new probability
i
vector (pi is replaced with pnew
in the next generation),
i
ratio(i) is the function that represents the ratio of individuals in M Topk that include edge i (i.e., ei = 1), and
α is the parameter called learning ratio.

(5) Repeat steps (2)-(4) until P converges.
Same as the genearal PBIL, the BN-learning algorithm evolves the probability vector so that we can generate better
individual models. However, there is a constraint specific to
BNs, that is, a BN model is not allowed to have cycles in it.
To consider this constraint in the algorithm, step 2 is detailed
as follows:
(2a) Consider every pair of events (i, j) where 1 ≤ i, j ≤
|N | and i ̸= j, create a random order of them.
(2b) For each pair (i, j) in the order created in step (2a), determine the value eij according to P ; every time eij is
determined, if eij is determined as 1, we check whether
this edge from ni to nj creates a cycle with all the edges
determined to exist so far. If it creates a cycle, let eij
be 0.

(5) Repeat steps (2)-(4) until P converges.
By merging top-k individuals, PBIL evolves the probability
vector such that the good individuals are more likely to be
generated. Different from other genetic algorithms, PBIL
does not include “crossover” between individuals. Instead,
it evolves the probability vector as a “parent” of the generated
individuals.

3.3 PBIL-based Bayesian Networks Learning
In this section, we describe a PBIL-based algorithm that
learns BN models. Because our problem (i.e. Problem 1) to
learn BN models is a little different from the general description of PBIL shown in the previous section, a little adjustment
is required. In our problem, individual creatures correspond
to each BN model. Namely, with the set of events N , an individual model is represented as m = {e11 , e12 , . . . , e1|N | , e21 ,

(2c) Repeat steps (2a) and (2b) until all the pairs in the order
are processed.
These steps enable us to learn good BN models within the
framework of PBIL.

3.4 PBIL-RS
Note that PBIL introduced above does not include mutation
operators. Therefore, naturally, it easily converges to a local
minimum solution. To avoid converging to the local minimum solution and to continuously improve the solution after that, several mutation operators have been proposed such
as Bitwise Mutation (BM) [14], Transpose Mutation (TM)
[7], and Probability Mutation (PM) [15]. PBIL-RS (PBILRepeated Search) [16] is also a method to avoid converging to
local minimum solution, which, when it detects convergence,
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spreads the search area again. PBIL-RS is shown to find better solutions compared to the mutation-based methods such
as BM, TM, and PM by repeating spreading and converging
[16].

4 GPU ARCHITECTURE
4.1 GPU Structure
GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) is an arrayed processor
that is originally developed to accelerate graphical computing, which currently is used to accelerate general scientific
computation. A GPU structure is illustrated in Fig. 4. A GPU
has a hierarchical structure where it consists of multiple (tens
to hundreds of) Streaming Multi-processors (SMs) and a SM
further includes multiple (tens to hundreds of) Streaming Processors (SPs). Since each SP in a SM concurrently executes
a fragment of program code, a GPU executes a number of
fragmented codes in parallel, which potentially results in significant performance.
To exchange data between a CPU and a GPU, a memory
called global memory is prepared in the GPU that can be accessed by both the CPU and the GPU. Also, to accelerate parallel computation, each SM has a small high-speed memory
called shared memory that can be accessed by all SPs in the
same SM. A thread runs in each SP, and the threads in the
same SM runs the same bytecode in parallel with different
values of variables. Thus, memory accesses of threads are expected to occur simultaneously. To optimize the efficiency of
the parallel access is the key issue to design algorithms for
GPU. Note that, if the number of threads to execute exceeds
the number of SPs in a SM, a single SP executes multiple
threads in turn until all of them are executed.

access to the global memory called coalesce access, which is
illustrated in Fig. 5. Coalesce access is a synchronized parallel access technique in which threads in a SM simultaneously access the successive addresses in the global memory
to achieve high-throughput memory access. When the access
is scheduled completely to the successive addresses, the SM
read/write the memory block in a single action that completes
the access of all SPs. To utilize coalesce accesses is an important technique in designing GPU algorithms.

5 ACCELERATING PBIL WITH GPU
5.1 Overview
The method we propose in this paper extends PBIL and its
family algorithms (such as PBIL-RS and the mutation extensions) to run in significantly shorter time by means of parallel
computation of GPU. We re-designed Step (3) of PBIL described in Sec. 3 for GPU execution to compute the model
scores for a collection of models M . Because, in PBIL, hundreds of models are to be computed in a single generation to
estimate a distribution of model scores, introducing parallel
computation in Step (3) is significantly effective.
Specifically, we detailed the step (3) in the following.
(3a) Transporting data from CPU to the global memory.
(3b) For each model m, we compute the evaluation score by
executing the following substeps (3b-1) and (3b-2).
(3b-1) Counting the occurrences in the observation set
that match each value pattern.
(3b-2) Computing evaluation scores from the counts.
(3c) Transporting the computed scores back to CPU.

4.2 Coalesce Access to Global Memory
To have as much performance gain as possible from GPU,
one of the most basic techniques is to consider the efficient

As written in Step (3b), we first count the number of occurrences in the observation data O that match each value
pattern of events. Here, value patterns are defined on each
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event as a set of values taken by the event and its parent
events. For definition, see Fig. 1 again. The value patterns
on event n3 is the combination of values of n3 and its parents
n1 and n2 . Since those three variables take binomial values
(i.e., 0 or 1), we have 8 value patterns such as (n1 , n2 , n3 ) =
(0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), . . . , (1, 1, 1). For conciseness, we denote
it by n1 n2 n3 = {000, 001, . . . , 111}. In general, the set of
value patterns for event ni is denoted by Vi = p1 p2 . . . pr ni
= {0..00, 0..01, · · · , 1..11} where the parents of ni in model
m is pa(ni ) = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pr } and r is the number of parents of ni .
Then, our task in step (3b) is to compute the number of occurrences Niv in O that takes value pattern v, for every event
i ∈ N and value pattern v ∈ Vi . Although there are several information criterion such as AIC, BIC and MDL that
are used as model scores in learning Bayesian Network structure, they are all computed from the counts of value patterns,
as shown in Sec. 5.3.
The basic strategy for counting value patterns is to assign a
SM to a single model m, and to use all SPs in the SM in parallel to count all value patterns for all events in m. By assigning
a model m to a single SM, we compute the model score of m
in the SM. Each SM in a GPU processes models one by one in
parallel to compute model scores for all models in M . In the
following subsections, we describe the algorithm to process
m within a SM to show how to make efficient manipulation
of data, especially to gain from the coalesce access of global
memory.

5.2 Data Structure
In Step (3a), we transport the data required to compute
model scores to the global memory. We declare three arrays
that represent the following sets, respectively, in the global
memory.
(i) The observation set O.
(ii) The model set M .
(iii) An array to record the computed model scores.
The pseudo code to define these data items is shown in the
following.
u_int8_t observation[N][O];
boolean model[M][N][N];
float modelScore[M];
Here, variables M,N,O represents |M |, |N |, and |O|, respectively. We represent the observation set O as a two-dimensional
array observation where the 1st dimension is events and
the 2nd observations. We represent The model set M as a
three-dimensional array model where 1st dimension is used
for the index of models and 2nd and 3rd dimensions are used
to describe each model. Each model is expressed as an adjacency matrix such that model[m][i][j] is true if there is
a directed link from event i to j in m. The array modelScore
is used to retain the value computed by the algorithm.
We use the Shared Memory to place the counters that retain
the counts of every value patterns for all events in a model, as
follows.
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u_int16_t counter[Vi];
Here, Vi denotes the number of value patterns on event i ∈
N . Note that Vi is determined depending on the number of
parents of i in the model m, and the number of their multinomial values. Thus, this array may exceed the capacity of the
shared memory. (Consider that, if pj may take a value from
w(pj ) distinct values, Vi = w(i)w(p1 )w(p2 ) . . . w(pr ).) If
the shared memory can afford to store this array in size, we
execute fast counting algorithm that we call case-1 shown in
Sec. 5.4, and otherwise, we use alternative algorithm that we
call case-2 shown in Sec. 5.5.

5.3 Model Scores
Note that we count the number of observations in each
case to compute evaluation scores. Although there are several
information criterion such as AIC, BIC and MDL, used as
model scores in learning Bayesian Network structure, they all
are computed from the number of observations in each case.
For instance, AIC is computed with the following formula:
AIC = −2l(θ|O) + 2k,

(2)

where θ denotes the parameter set, l(θ|O) denotes the likelihood of θ under observation O, and the term k represents the
number of parameters. Here, we further show that the function l(·) is represented by the following formula
∑∑
l(θ|O) ∝
(Niv ) log θiv ,
(3)
i∈N v∈Vi

where i denotes an event, v denotes a value pattern, Niv denotes the number of occurrences in observations O that match
i and v, and θiv is a parameter computable from Niv . This
means that, by counting the number of observations for each
value pattern, we can compute the evaluation score of the
model m such as AIC. Note that other information criteria
used in Bayesian Networks such as BIC, MDL, etc., also can
be computed through counting the matching value patterns in
the observation set O.

5.4 Computing Model Scores (Case 1)
If the size of the array counter[Vi] is within the capacity of shared memory, the procedure described here (i.e.,
case-1) is applied. Before computing the model score of the
given model m ∈ M , the SM responsible to this task computes Niv for all i ∈ N and v ∈ Vi . In the procedure, the SM
proceeds each node i sequentially. Thus, we now fix i ∈ N
and focus on computing Niv for all v ∈ Vi .
Our strategy to do this is to process occurrences in O in parallel using SPs. Thus, we designed the procedure such that
each thread reads a single occurrence of O and increments
the corresponding value in counter. Namely, we have as
large number of threads as the occurrences of O. By the
scheduler of GPU that assigns threads to SPs, we can read occurrences from successive addresses of the global memory as
shown in Fig. 6 (remember that the addresses of occurrences
for ni , p1 , p2 , . . . , pr are successive in array observation,
respectively), gaining from coalesce access.
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As the result of the above procedure executed for all events
i ∈ N , we can obtain Niv for all i ∈ N and v ∈ Vi .
After computing Niv for all i ∈ N and v ∈ Vi , we compute
the model score of m from them. This is simply done by
computing the value according to formula (2). To compute it
in parallel, we assign a SP for each i ∈ N and sum up the
model scores on the shared memory using a technique called
parallel reduction. We finally store the computed score into
the array modelScore in the global memory.

5.5 Computing Model Scores (Case 2)
If the size of the array counter[Vi] exceeds the capacity of the shared memory, we have to choose a less efficient
algorithm. In the Alarm Network used in the evaluation of
this paper, we can use the case-1 algorithm only when the
number of parents r is less than 7, where each event takes 4
distinct values and we have about 48KBytes shared memory.
In the case-2 algorithm, instead of the array counter[Vi],
we define the array patternValue[O] as follows.
u_int16_t patternValue[O];
We simply use this array by storing pattern values of each occurrences of O. Retrieval of the pattern values from global
memory can be done using coalesce access in the similar way
to case-1. After retrieving the pattern values, we sort the values as shown in Fig. 7. Note that a GPU-specific sorting algorithm called bitonic sort can be used for high-throughput
sorting. Then, we trace through the array sequentially in order to count each value pattern and sum up the model score.
Although it takes a little longer than case-1, we can compute
the model score in relatively short time.

Table 1: Evaluation Environment
OS
CPU
Memory
Model

GPU

# of SM
# of SP per SM
Global Memory
Shared Memory
GPU Library
Compiler

CentOS 5.0
Intel Core i7 4770k (3.50GHz)
32GBytes
nVidia GeForce GTX
TITAN Black (0.98GHz)
15
192 (2880 SPs in total)
6143 MBytes
49152 Bytes per SM
CUDA 6.0
g++ 4.1.2

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate the proposed method in terms of both running
time and quality of the output model.
First, to clarify the performance of the proposed method
to accelerate computational speed, we compare the running
time of the proposed algorithm executed on GPU with its base
PBIL-based algorithm executed on CPU. Note that their output is the same, only running time is different.
Second, as for the quality of the output model, we clarify
how good is the BN models computed by PBIL-based algorithm. The quality of BN models can be measured by the
model score such as AIC. By comparing the model scores
obtained from major BN learning approaches, we show that
PBIL-based algorithm is the most excellent among them.
By combining the results of running time and model quality, we would clarify that the proposed method is better than
other major algorithms in the literature as it outputs higherquality BN models within shorter running time.

6.1 Computational Time
We compare the running time of the proposed algorithm
executed on GPU with its base algorithm PBIL-RS executed
on CPU. We implemented both algorithms in C++ language
with CUDA library for GPU processing. The execution environment is shown in Table. 1. We used Alarm Network [18]
including 37 nodes as the base BN model; we generate an
observation set including 1024 occurrences based on Alarm
Network and learn BN models using each algorithm.
Figure 8 shows the computational time as generation proceeds. We see that the proposed algorithm that runs on GPU
is about 14-times faster than PBIL-RS that runs on CPU only.
In this figure, we also show a variant of the proposed algorithm seen as “case-2 only” that always runs case-2 algorithm
instead of case-1 even if the number of parents is small. This
variant takes about 1.6-times longer than the both-algorithm
case, which indicates that case-1 algorithm is considerably
faster than case-2. To see the difference more precisely, we
show the execution ratio of case-1 and case-2 in each generation in Fig. 9. Because mostly case-1 algorithm is executed
with 100% ratio, we can estimate that the case-1 algorithm is
about 1.6-times faster than case-2.
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Table 2: Final Scores (Average)

Figure 8: Execution Time (CPU vs. GPU)

Figure 9: Ratio of Case 1 and 2

6.2 Model Quality
Next, we compare the quality of major BN-learning algorithms. As major algorithms to learn BN structure via optimization over model scores, we selected greedy hill climbing (GHC), simulated annealing (SA), PBIL, PBIL-RS, and
K2GA. Note that GHC, SA, and PBIL are the type of algorithms that stop running when converged, and other two continue running until they are stopped by users.
Specific behaviors and parameter values are as follows:
GHC, in each iteration, always moves to the best model
within the vicinity where we define that the two models are
within their vicinity if one is generated by adding or deleting
one edge from the other.
SA selects the next model in the vicinity and moves there if
the score of the next model is better than the current one, and
otherwise, stay at the current model with probability e−∆/T
where ∆ is the difference of the scores of the current and next
models, and T is a parameter called temperature. T is initialized as 2500 and decreased at each iteration by multiplying
r = 0.99999. As the vicinity to move in the next iteration, we
apply the operation for every pair of nodes to add the edge (or
delete if the edge already exists) in probability 0.004 (or 0.01
for deletion). These parameter values are determined to have
the best performance through preliminary tests.
PBIL has several parameters as described in Sec. 3. In
this evaluation, the number of individuals in each generation
|M | is 1000, the number of selected individuals k is 10, and
learning ratio α is 0.1, all of which are determined to have the
best performance through preliminary tests.
PBIL-RS is not specifically described in this paper due to
space limitation, but all the definitions and parameter values
are the same as [16].
K2GA applies GA to search the ordering space where K2
heuristic is used to convert from a node order to a graph struc-

Method

Final Score

Execution Time

PBIL
Simluated Annealing
Greedy Hill Climbing
PBIL-RS
K2GA

8777.7
9191.9
8841.5
8746.1
10011.9

3716 (Sec)
71590.7 (Sec)
3142.1 (Sec)
10881 (Sec)
302266.8 (Sec)

ture. We use a typical crossover and mutation operator. Note
that there are various crossover and mutation operators, but
Ref. [3] reported that the performance is not so much different.
We show the comparison result of the GA-based algorithms
K2GA, PBIL, and PBIL-RS in Fig. 10(a), which is the average of 10 repetitions. It is apparent that PBIL-based ones
compute far better models than K2GA. Note that PBIL and
PBIL-RS make almost the same curve, but PBIL stops around
320th generation due to convergence to a local minimum solution, whereas PBIL-RS continues running and find better
models even after that.
As for non-GA algorithms, we show the score transition of
10 repetition of SA and GHC in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c), respectively. We see that all executions of each method make a similar curve until they converge and stop running. From those
curves in Fig. 10(a)(b)(c), PBIL makes the steepest curve,
meaning that the speed to approach better solutions is the
highest among them.
Finally, in Table 2, we present the final scores and the running time of each algorithm. As for PBIL-RS and K2GA,
we use the values of 1000th generation where improvement
is scarcely seen in both algorithms, and for others we use the
final values when they stop running. Among three algorithms
that stop running, PBIL takes the best score, and PBIL-RS improves it by taking more execution time. Although GHC runs
in a short time due to its simplicity, the score is lower than
PBIL by more than 60. We also notice that the score of GHC
would not improve by using more time, whereas the score of
PBIL is continuously improved with time by using the technique of PBIL-RS. From above, we conclude that, in terms of
scores, PBIL family would be the best algorithm among those
compared.

7 CONCLUSION
We proposed a method to accelerate PBIL-based BN learning algorithms using GPU computation. We make the most of
the coalesce access technique of GPU computation to reduce
computation time using consumer level hardware. Through
evaluation, we confirmed that the proposed method achieves
about 14-times faster in running speed than the original PBILRS executed on only CPU. Also, we compared the quality of
the computed BN models among several major approaches
in the literature. As a result, we found that PBIL-based algorithms outperform other algorithms such as K2GA, greedy
hill climbing, and simulated annealing. From above, we conclude that the proposed algorithm have an excellent performance in both speed and quality of solutions.
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(a) PBIL(-RS) vs. K2GA

(b) Simulated Annealing (SA)

(c) Greedy Hill Climbing (GHC)

Figure 10: Score Transition
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Abstract - Human get a lot of information through the five
senses. Information that can be gained using smell, one of
the five senses, has a deep connection with memory and affect; therefore, presentation of scents with visual information
has an effect that enhances realistic sensations. In addition,
olfaction is also used to detect dangers such as rotten food or
gas leaks. For these reasons, sense of smell is very important
in daily life. It is important to use smell many times because
it is formed primarily in childhood. However, there is little
opportunity to use it compared with eyesight and hearing. In
this paper, our objective was developing the electronic picture
book with which children can experience scents repeatedly. It
is also possible to present stimulations of other senses through
wind, vibrations and sounds. In addition, it can read to children automatically with recorded voice and we can change
effects presented for children. We conducted three experiments in order to confirm children could feel scents by using
our book and evaluate usability of our electronic smell picture
book. As a result, we found that children could feel scents
by using our book and it had a good usability. This study is
expected to give opportunities using senses, and to support
growth of children.
Keywords: Electronic picture book, Children, Pulse Ejection, Olfactory display, Human computer interaction.

1 INTRODUCTION
Humans have five senses (eyesight, hearing, smell, touch,
and taste), all of which are very important and are processed
by the sensory system. In five senses, olfactory stimulation
has a strong, direct connection to the limbic system, which
controls emotion and memory. Therefore, videos accompanied by scents increase viewer concentration and retention of
the video [1]. Olfaction is also used to detect dangers such
as rotten food or gas leaks. For these reasons, olfaction is
an essential sense in daily life. It is formed mostly in childhood owing to feeling scents many times. Typically, there are
many educational toys for children concentrating on sight and
hearing. On the other hand, there is little opportunity to experience smell. Hence, it is important to use sense of smell
many times in childhood. Furthermore, it is also important
for growth of children to be read picture books by parents. It
results in development of linguistic competence and imagination. In our study, we focused on the experiences of scents and
a picture book, and our objective was to develop the electronic
picture book that infants can feel odors and other additional
stimuli repeatedly. This book consists of the olfactory display
which can present scent by pulse ejection and a tablet device.

It can provide stimulations of other senses through wind, vibrations and sounds. Moreover, children can be read automatically by recorded voice. Parents can record voice used in
automatic storytelling and add some effects to it by using edit
mode of our book. We conducted three experiments. First
one conducted for children for which in order to confirm they
could feel four effects, especially smell, by using our book.
Second and third ones were conducted for adults for which
in order to evaluate the usability of our book’s edit mode. In
Section 2, we introduce related works about the plays for children and an electronic picture book. In Section 3, we propose
our electronic picture book using olfactory display. Section 4
explains implementation of the book, and Section 5 assesses
its usability. Finally, in Section 6, we present our conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK
Humans recognize an environment around them owing to
using information that can be gained using five senses. These
senses are formed primarily in childhood through experiences
a lot of new things for them. Experiences using olfaction,
touch and taste are important to enhance sensibilities of them [2].
In particular, children get many experiences thorough plays.
Typically, there are a lot of plays giving stimulations to children’s senses. As examples of such plays, there are building
blocks, clay, simple instruments, paintings, picture books and
so on. Building blocks and clay enhance a child’s touch. The
sound made by playing an instrument stimulates children’s
ears. It is said that music is essential for children’s growth [3].
“I’m toy music station” sold as one of the intellectual toys
contains nine instruments [4]. When children draw pictures,
they use many colors. Humans have their likes and dislikes in
colors naturally. Though color sense is an innate instinct, it
is affected by the environment in which humans have grown
up [5]. It is known that humans are more sensitive to familiar colors than unknown colors. The more we have come in
touch with colors in childhood, the more we can recognize a
variety of color. Therefore, there are many toys for children
contain a lot of colors. Additionally, picture books also contain some colors, and stimulate a child’s color sense. It is said
that picture books develop a child’s imagination and language
ability [6]. There are many picture books recommended for
a variety age, hence they play an important role for growth
of a child [7]. On the other hand, the method of using picture books is not only reading by oneself but storytelling by
parents. Storytelling by parents encourages not only the communication between parent and their child but also the development of the child [8], [9]. Keiko, D., et al. reported
that children had been given storytelling by parents for a year
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Figure 3: Sectional View of Olfactory Display

Figure 1: Wearable Olfactory Display

Figure 2: Overhead View of Olfactory Display
got better score in the confabulation test than children of the
control group [10]. In recent years, electronic picture books
come into vogue. They are composed of not only pictures but
sounds or animations. They also have a function of automatic
storytelling. It is reported that children showed more interest
in electronic picture book than normal picture book when they
use automatic storytelling [11]. There are these toys stimulating eyesight, hearing and touch without olfaction. Additionally, it is known that children have the least number of opportunities to use the sense of smell in five senses [12]. Therefore, children need to feel more odors. There is a smell book
as one of the few toys that a child can experiences olfactory
stimulations [13]. This book presents scent by breaking capsule including perfume. For this reason, children can never
feel the odor after a capsule broken.

3 ELECTRONIC PICTURE BOOK USING
SCENTS
It is important that human experiences many things about
the five senses in the infancy when they are said to be the
most sensitive. Children use sight, hearing and touch in play
positively. However, there are fewer toys using sense of smell
than toys using other senses. Therefore, it is said that children have the fewest opportunities to use olfaction in the five
senses in daily life. On the other hand, it is hoped that the sensitivity of children is raised by smelling a fragrance. In this
paper, we focus on smell and picture books which are familiar

with children, and our objective was to develop the application of electronic smell picture book that children could feel
four effects, especially smell, by using olfactory display. It
is only once that children can experience a fragrance in the
existing smell book because an odor is shown by breaking a
capsule enclosing it on the illustration. Our electronic smell
picture book can present an odor repeatedly by using the olfactory display which has technique of scent presentation in
short duration. In addition, we use a tablet device for our book
in order to make operation of it easy for children. Olfactory
display is worn around the neck. Therefore, our application
can smell a scent while operating the tablet. We assume that
the target age of our book is 2-6 years old. The 2-3 years
old children are often read by parents, contrary to this, the
4-6 years old children often read a book themselves. There
are two methods of reading we prepare in order to entertain
both younger and older children. One mode is that children
use the automatic storytelling with recorded voice of parent
to read. It is said that the voice of parents makes their children’s mental condition comfortable. Another one is that they
read themselves. These modes can decrease a burden to parents. Moreover, our application can provide stimulations of
other senses through picture, wind, vibrations and sounds. It
can stimulate four senses, olfaction, sight, hearing and touch,
in total. In spite of reading by children, parents can record
the their voice used in automatic storytelling and add some
effects to recorded voice by using edit mode. To evaluate this
application, we conduct three experiments about reading part
and editing part. First one conducted for children for which in
order to confirm they could feel four effects, especially smell,
by using our book. Second and third ones were conducted
for adults for which in order to evaluate the usability of our
book’s edit mode.

4 APPLICATION
4.1 Olfactory Display
The olfactory display we used in our electronic smell picture book is “Fragrance of Jet for Mobile.” It is worn around
the neck as shown in Fig. 1, and only the user can smell
the emitted odors. Figure 2 and 3 show the plane and the
slide views of it, respectively. This device adopts the thermal
method used in ink-jet printers to emit odors. It has an ejection head, storing one large tank and three small tanks. Each
tank stores an odorant, thus four kinds of odors can be con-
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Figure 4: Pulse Ejection

Figure 6: Presentation Methods of Odor, Wind, and Vibration

4.2 Electronic Picture Book
Figure 5: Conceptual Scheme of Application
tained. Odorants are emitted in picoliter (pl) quantities from
small holes in the head on the wind by a fan. The average
ejection quantity from the large tank’s hole and each of the
small tank’s hole are 7.3 pl and 4.7 pl respectively. There
are 255 holes in the head connected to the large tank and 127
minimum holes in the head connected to the small ones. Since
this device can emit odorants from multiple holes at one time,
the ejection intensity is controlled by the number of holes, of
which the range is 0-255 in large tank or 0-127 in small tanks.
In addition, the time of ejection can be controlled by 667 microseconds, the unit time. Hence, shown in Fig. 4, the total
ejection quantity for one pulse is determined by the ejection
time and the ejection quantity per unit time, which is determined by the average ejection quantity of using tank (7.3 pl
or 4.7 pl) and the number of holes. The device is capable of
this pulse ejection, allowing it to emit odors in a manner to
avoid sensory adaptation [14]. Since pulse ejection can also
prevent odors from lingering in the air, the device can also
emit different odors for each page and switch odors quickly.
It is therefore suitable for presenting odors with picture book.
In this paper, we use the wearable olfactory display in order
that a child can smell odors while operating a tablet device.
Almost children cannot stay still. Therefore, if a normal freestanding, rather than wearable, olfactory display is used by a
child, position of nose would move to the area where he or
she can not smell scents.

We suppose that our application is used by a child who is
2-6 years old. Therefore, we developed the application of
an electronic smell picture book which such children can use
easily. It is comprised of the olfactory display, a tablet device
(Nexus9 [15]), and a computer which controls all devices. To
send information on scent between a tablet and a computer,
we use the Bluetooth communication system. Figure 5 shows
a conceptual scheme of application. The application is implemented by two programs. One program is to send information about scent presentation which contains kinds of odor
and ejection time from a tablet to a computer. Another one is
that a computer orders the olfactory display to present scent.
4.2.1 Method of Presentation
Our book can present four effects: scents, sounds, wind,
and vibrations. Scents and wind are presented by using olfactory display. A tablet presents sounds and vibrations. In
this paper, we made an original picture book, rather than published one, in order that children can experience four effects.
In our picture book, we prepared five kinds of pages presenting stimulations: we named them an odor page, a sound
page, a wind page, a vibration page, and a mixed stimuli page.
There are two presentation methods of odors in the odor page.
They are showed in Fig. 6. First method is presenting an odor
repeatedly by using pulse ejection while the odor page is displayed in order that the child can feel it unconsciously and
concentrate on reading. Another method is a scent is empha-
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Figure 7: Odor Page of Picture Book

Figure 8: Operating Flow of Application

sized momentarily when the child taps the display of a tablet.
The example of odor page is showed in Fig. 7. While the child
see this page, scent of banana is presented to him or her. In
addition, when the child taps the mark of hand on banana’s
picture, scent of banana is emphasized instantly. In the wind
page, there are similar two presentation methods like in the
odor page. They are showed in Fig. 6. The wind blows continuously from the olfactory display while the wind page is
displayed. Moreover, when the child taps mark of hand in
the page, strong wind blows momentarily. In the vibration
page, there are similar two presentation methods too. They
are showed in Fig. 6. The tablet vibrates continuously while
the vibration page is displayed. When the user taps illustration of hand in the page, other kind of vibration is presented.
Contrary to these pages, the sound page has only one method
of presentation. When the child taps the mark of hand, a tablet
produces the sound.

Figure 9: Screen of the Page Introducing How to Play

4.2.2 Three Modes of the Application
The operating flow of this application is showed in Fig. 8.
There are three modes: the mode of reading together, the
mode of reading alone, and the edit mode in our electronic
book. The mode of reading together is used to read to the
child by parent. The mode of reading alone is used when the
child reads alone. In the edit mode, parents can record their
voice which used by the automatic storytelling, and add effect
to book. When the application starts, the user needs to choose
among three modes at first.
• The Mode of Reading Together
At first, in the mode of reading together, the page which explains how to read the electronic smell book is showed in
Fig. 9. In this page, the child can experience four effects:
odor, sound, vibration, and wind. For example, if the user
touches the mark of hand on the note, he or she could hear the
sound effect. After feeling four effects, the user can go next
page by sliding the screen with a finger from right to left. The
next page is the cover page of picture book. After that the user
can read a book by sliding the screen. If the child wants to go
back previous page, he or she need to slide the screen from
left to right. There are some marks of hand in various place
of picture book. The user can get some effects by tapping the

marks. When tapping the mark, a tablet vibrates in order to
teach the user the timing of presentation. When “finish” button is pressed in the last page, the screen return to the page of
choosing modes.
• The Mode of Reading Alone
In the mode of reading alone, the child can use automatic storytelling with recorded voice in order that he or she can read
electronic smell book alone. The user can choose whether using automatic storytelling or not. First screen of this mode
have “not use storytelling” button and “use storytelling” button. When “not use storytelling” button is pressed, explanation of how to play is displayed. When “use storytelling”
button is pressed, new two buttons: “lady’s voice” button and
“parents’ voice” button are appeared. Lady’s voice is prepared at first. Parents’ voice means recorded voice by parents.
The user can choose which voice using in storytelling. After
the user choose the voice, the explanation page of how to play
is displayed. The automatic storytelling begins whenever the
user slides page of picture book.
• The Edit Mode
We prepare the edit mode for parents. Parents can record their
voice for storytelling, and conform effects to new recorded
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Figure 10: Screen of the Edit Mode
voice. Screen of the edit mode is shown in Fig. 10. Target of
edit page is displayed at the lower left of the screen. There
is a page number at the upper part of the screen. In both
sides of the page number, there are “Previous page” button
and “Next page” button to change the editing page. There are
“Start recording” button, red “Stop” button, “Play back” button, and green “Stop” button under the page number. When
“Start recording” button is pressed, recording is started. To
stop the recording, parent needs to press red “Stop” button.
The user can listen to their recorded voice by pressing “Play
back” button. If parents want to add sound effect to storytelling, they need to push the sound buttons under “Start
recording” button during recording the voice. In addition, if
they want to add other effect, they need to use the area of “Edit
all time effect” and the area of “Edit momentarily effect”. The
area of “Edit all time effect” is used to add the effect which
is presented while reading target page. They choose the kind
of effect from pull-down menu. If odor or wind is chosen,
it is necessary to select the intensity of effect. In contrast, if
vibration is chosen, the user needs to decide the kind of it.
Next, when “Fix” button is pressed, effect the user chooses
is fixed. The area of “Edit momentarily effect” is used to
add the effect which is emphasized temporarily. If parents
want to emphasize the effect, they need to press “Add” button while playing back the recoded voice. If the user wants
to delete the fixed effect, he or she could delete it by tapping
“Delete” button under the “Add” button. This application can
use four odors(banana, apple, rose, pineapple), two levels of
wind, three vibrations, and four sound as the effect.

5 EVALUATION
We conducted three experiments for evaluation of the application. First experiment evaluated whether the mode of

reading alone could be used by children and whether they
could feel four effects, especially smell, by using our book.
Second and third experiments assessed whether adults could
edit the effect by using the edit mode.

5.1 Experiment for Picture Book
5.1.1 Experiment Outline
We conducted the experiment in order to investigate whether
children could use our electronic smell book and whether they
could feel four effects, especially smell, by using our book.
Subjects were 12 children (5 boys and 7 girls) who went to
Hiyoshi Benesse nursery school. Their ages were from 5 to 6
(mean: 5.75, SD: 0.43). In this experiment, we used the original electronic smell picture book which has eight pages: four
odor pages (banana, apple, rose, pineapple), a sound page, a
wind page, a vibration page, and only picture page. We ordered subjects to read our book by using the automatic storytelling. We measured the number of tapping and the playing
time of each page during experiment. After finishing experiment, we asked a question: Which kind of pages did you enjoy better? as a questionnaire. In addition, we asked another
question: Which scent did you like better? to the subjects
chose scent page in first question. Subjects could choose multiple pages or scents in these questions. When subjects used
our application, they wore olfactory display, and took a seat.
If it was difficult for them to wear olfactory display, we set
it on the table. An experimental environment is showed in
Fig. 11. The experiment for each subject took about ten minutes.
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Table 1: Result of Tap Number in Four Odor Pages
Odor
Tap number

Banana
1.83 ± 1.85

Apple
1.67 ± 0.99

Rose
1.42 ± 0.79

Pineapple
2.00 ± 1.76

Table 2: Result of Tap Number in Four Effect Pages
Effect
Tap number

Odor
1.73 ± 1.08

Sound
1.33 ± 0.65

Wind
1.67 ± 0.89

Vibration
2.00 ± 1.13

Figure 12: Result of First Questionnaire for Children

Figure 11: Experimental Environment
5.1.2 Result of Experiment for Picture Book
First, we considered about the number of tapping. The averages and standard deviations for the number of tapping in
each odor page showed in Table 1. We analyzed whether or
not the average was different based on the one-way analysis
of variance. Then, there was not a significant difference (p
= 0.78 > 0.05). Therefore, we calculated the tap number’s
average of odor page from four odor pages. Moreover, we
showed the averages and standard deviations for the number
of tapping in each effect page in Table 2. We analyzed the
result in Table 2 by using the one-way analysis of variance.
As a result, there was not a significant difference (p = 0.41
> 0.05). Hence, subjects could feel four effects on the same
level by using our application.
Secondly, we considered about the playing time. The averages and standard deviations for the playing time in each odor
page showed in Table 3. We analyzed whether or not the average of the playing time was different based on the one-way
analysis of variance. Then, there was not a significant difference (p = 0.78 > 0.05). Therefore, we calculated the playing
time’s average of odor page from four odor pages. In addition, we showed the averages and standard deviations for the
playing time in each effect page in Table 4. We analyzed the
result in Table 4 by using the one-way analysis of variance.
As a result, there was a significant difference (p = 0.0007 <
0.05). Hence, we used Tukey’s test as multiple comparison.
The result of it indicated that there is a significant difference
between odor page and only picture page (p < 0.05). Accord-

ingly, we found that children could enjoy odor pages better
than only picture page.
Thirdly, we considered about the result of questionnaire
which is showed in Fig. 12. We found that nine out of twelve
subjects chose the odor page as an interesting page. For this
reason, children tended to be interested in the odor page. We
asked second question to nine children chose the scent page in
first question. Their answers of second question is showed in
Table 5. Only one child chose three scents, so that parameter
is eleven. From Table 5, we found that odor of pineapple was
most interesting for children. We thought that turn of pages
affected this result. Page of pineapple was first page of picture
book. Hence, pineapple could be tended to be impressive.
From the above results, we found that all subjects could
felt various effects by tapping screen and have read our book,
and they tended to like scent effect. We confirmed that the
electronic odor picture book, we developed, could be used by
children. Therefore, we thought our objective was achieved.

5.2 Experiments for the Edit Mode
5.2.1 First Experiment for the Edit Mode
We conducted an experiment in order to investigate whether
adults could use the edit mode of our application. 15 subjects
(10 men and 5 women) participated in this experiment. The
participants were graduate and undergraduate students who
were majoring in information engineering. At first, subjects
practiced editing the effect of the picture book after lectured
how to use the application by us. Next, we gave each subject
six tasks: recording voice, adding wind, adding sound, adding
vibration, adding scent of banana, and adding scent of rose.
However, we also gave the rule in this experience. It is that
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Table 3: Result of Playing Time in Four Odor Pages [sec]
Odor
Playing Time

Banana
12.9 ± 9.50

Apple
10.3 ± 5.60

Rose
10.8 ± 6.75

Pineapple
12.5 ± 6.78

Table 4: Result of Playing Time in Five Effect Pages [sec]
Effect
Playing time

Odor
11.6 ± 5.81

Sound
7.32 ± 4.62

Wind
10.4 ± 3.82

Vibration
9.50 ± 3.21

Only picture
4.57 ± 1.58

Table 5: Result of Second Questionnaire
Scent
Number of children

Banana
2

Table 6: Score of Questionnaire
Controllability
Comprehensibility

Score
4.13 ± 0.52
4.60 ± 0.51

Apple
2

Rose
2

Pineapple
5

evaluation point of this experiment was a time lag between
specific timing and timing of adding scent. We calculated it
by using internal function of our application. Our application
could record the timing of adding effect, so that we could get
information of the time lag.
5.2.4 Result of Second Experiment

subjects could try only one time per one task. We evaluated
the usability of the edit mode by a percentage of correct edit.
After finished experiment, we asked some questions about usability of the application as a questionnaire.
5.2.2 Result of First Experiment
A percentage of correct edit was 97.8 % over 95 %. There
were only two false edit: forgetting to press “fix” button and
miss choice of effect. These mistakes could be caused by the
rule we gave to subjects. In fact, the user can edit many times,
in consequence, we thought that the user could decrease the
miss edit. Next, we considered about the result of a questionnaire showed in Table 6. We used the five rated evaluation (1:
bad - 5: good). The averages of score are showed in Table 6.
The results indicated that our application had a good usability owing to both scores over 4. From the above results, we
confirmed that the edit mode of our electronic book could be
used by adults.
5.2.3 Second Experiment for the Edit Mode
We conducted second experiment about adding scent to
recorded voice using edit mode. 15 subjects (10 men and
5 women) participated in this experiment. They were same
persons participated first experiment of edit mode. In this
experiment, subjects used the area of “edit momentarily effect” in edit mode in order to add scent to recorded voice. We
gave each subject a task: adding scent confirming with specific timing of recorded voice. For example of specific timing,
when recorded voice says last word: “na?” of “How smelly
is this banana?”, scent of banana have to be presented. An

We calculated an average of subjects’ time lags and standard deviation. They were 0.67 ± 1.18 sec under 1 sec. Therefore, we found that time lags of timings were very small, and
our application can add effect along arbitrary user’s timing.
When users add the momentarily effect using our application,
a guideline of adding effect was only recorded voice hearing
from their ears. Hence, it was difficult for users to match the
timing only using hearing. We thought that if there is visual
guideline like a time bar in the edit mode, the time lag would
be small. In the future, we will want to implement it in our
application.

6 CONCLUSION
It is important for personal development to get a lot of information thorough the five senses in childhood in order to
enhance sensitivity. Though there are many toys stimulating
sight, hearing, and touch, there are a few things for olfaction. Children need to use the sense of smell many times. On
the other hand, it is said that a storytelling is also important
for a child’s growth. In our study, we focused on the child’s
olfaction and storytelling, and our objective was to develop
the application of electronic smell picture book that children
could feel four effects, especially smell, by using olfactory
display. The existing smell book presents a fragrance only
one time, contrary to this, our application could eject a scent
many times owing to the olfactory display. This electronic
smell picture book can also stimulate other senses by presenting the wind, the vibration, and the sound. Moreover, it has a
function of automatic storytelling using the recorded parent’s
voice. Therefore, a child can read this book alone. Parents
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can also edit the effect of this book. We conducted the three
experiments for children and adults. First one conducted for
children for which in order to confirm they could feel four effects, especially smell, by using our book. Second and third
ones were conducted for adults for which in order to evaluate the usability of our book’s edit mode. As a result, subjects of children were able to operate this application, and to
feel four stimulations. We found that children tended to be
interested in the odor page of book, and, especially, liked a
scent of pineapple. From this results, we thought our objective was achieved. The result of the experiment for adults
indicated that they could edit the effect of the book correctly
and add scents to recorded voice confirming with specific timing. From the above results, we confirmed that our application
has a good usability. We hope that many children’s sensitivity
will be enhanced by using our electronic smell picture book.
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Abstract - To ensure quality in the process of software production, various techniques for software testing have been
studied, but many conventional tests are known to take a lot of
resources. Therefore, formal methods are attracting attention
as a way of improving the quality of software. Model checking is one example of a formal method that inspects logically
and exhaustively whether a given property is satisfied or not.
A counter-example is a trace information to help with the localization of bugs and can be generated by a model checker
when a given property does not hold. However, current model
checkers often cannot generate counter-examples expected by
users due mainly to their searching algorithms. We propose a
method which derives an expected counter-example by combining model checking with a test automaton. The derivation
method first creates a test automaton which roughly represents the behavior of the expected counter-example and then
performs model checking on a parallel composition of the
original automaton with the test automaton. We have applied
the proposed method to a case study of water tanks of a chemical plant and confirmed its usefulness.
Keywords: counter-example, model checking, automaton

1 INTRODUCTION
With each coming year, advanced information societies need
more reliable software and new techniques to develop such
software. Software testing methods to ensure quality in the
process of software production have been studied for many
years. Conventional testing methods are, however, known to
take a lot of resources. Therefore, formal methods are attracting attention as a way of improving the quality of software. A
formal method is a method which describes the requirements
and design of information systems (software and hardware)
using a mathematical based language and provides a mechanism to infer that the system satisfies the requirements of
users. This study uses model checking [2], which is one type
of formal method.
Model checking inspects logically and exhaustively whether
given properties are satisfied or not. It creates a model from
source codes or systems and derives logical expressions from
the requirements specification and inspection items to be entered into a model checker using a formal language. One application of model checking is “post-verifications” of a system. The procedure of post-verification utilizes models of the
system when a fault has occurred [10]. It then determines the
cause of the fault using formal methods, in contrast to con-

ventional approaches which carry out cause isolation by log
analysis of a particular system of failure.
Modern society depends on post-verifications in many situations because system faults can sometimes give serious impacts on human lives. As a specific example of a fault due
to a system malfunction, we can recall the system troubles
of a Japanese airline company that occurred as recently as
2016 [20]. When we perform post-verifications, a key element is the use of counter-examples. In general, a counterexample is regarded as “an example that refutes or disproves
a hypothesis, proposition, or theorem.”
When using counter-examples in post-verification, we treat
properties of the system which must be fulfilled as “hypotheses, propositions, or theorems”. Thus, a counter-example becomes an example of not satisfying important properties, and
we can diagnose how a system fails by tracing it. Research
has been conducted on how to generate counter-examples that
are easy for humans to understand [8, 9].
The generation of counter-examples, however, may not produce ones which a user expects due to the searching algorithms used in a model checker. This trend is especially noticeable in cases where counter-examples include loop structures. In order to solve the problem, this paper proposes a
method for creating test automata to guide the creation of
counter-examples for a model represented by time automata
[4] which are used in UPPAAL [5], an integrated tool for
modeling, validation, and verification of real-time systems.
To do this, our proposed method begins by creating a coarse
behavior series of counter-examples represented in test automata [16–19]. A parallel composition of the test automata
and the original automaton lead to counter-examples of the
original model. In addition, we applied our technique to the
diagnosis of a chemical plant system example and confirmed
the effectiveness of the method.
Section 2 defines the time automata and test automaton used
in our approach and Section 3 describes the proposed method
for constructing counter-examples using test automaton components. Section 4 presents how we used our method to diagnose a system failure that occurred in the chemical plant
systems example of our work. A discussion of the results is
given in Section 5 and the summary and future work is given
in Section 6.
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2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Model Checking
Model checking [2, 3] of an automaton can be formulated
as follows.
Definition 2.1 (Model checking)
Input1: an automaton A
Input2: a temporal logic expression p
Output: A |= p or A ̸|= p
Output(optional): If A ̸|= p, then a counter-example CE
In general, computational tree logic (CTL) is used as a temporal logic for a timed automaton [5].
Intuitively A |= p means that the behavior (all possible
runs) of A satisfies the property expressed in p. Automaton A
is also called a model. Thus, model checking is a process for
checking whether a logic expression p holds under the model
represented in A.
Typical properties are AGq, EFq and so on. AGq and EFq
mean that “for any path, q always holds,” and “for some path,
q eventually holds,” respectively. AG and EF are called temporal operators.
For a state s, we can consider a property ¬EFs, which
means that starting from the initial state, the automaton cannot reach the state s.
Figure 1 represents the model checking process.

2.2 Timed Automaton
A timed automaton uses clocks to refer to time. The clocks
can be regarded as precise analog clocks. Every clock is autonomous and will increase its value at the same uniform rate,
independently from the behavior of the timed automaton. A
timed automaton cannot control the behavior of the clocks except for a reset; it can neither put clocks forward, backward
nor stop them. It can only reset some of the clocks. The reset
clocks make their values 0 and immediately begin increasing
their values again.
Definition 2.2 (Clock set C) By C we denote a finite set of
clocks. By xi (0 ≤ i ≤ |C| − 1) we denote an element (each
clock) in C.
When there is no confusion we can use literals (without an
index) x, y, z, etc. to denote clocks.

Each clock has a time value represented as a non-negative
real and the notion of “clock evaluation” is needed.
|C|

Definition 2.3 (Clock evaluation) Clock evaluation ν(∈ R≥0 )
for a clock set C is a |C|-dimensional vector over R≥0 .
The i-th element ν i of ν corresponds to the time value of
clock xi .
The term “evaluation” is originally defined in [15] as a
mapping from clocks to reals. In this work, we define ν simply as a real vector.
In the following definitions we introduce two operations for
expressing: 1) clock evaluation value changes according to its
elapsed time, and 2) a reset by a timed automaton on some of
its clocks when a transition fires.
Definition 2.4 (Operations on clock evaluation) For a real
value d, ν + d = (ν 0 + d, ν 1 + d, . . . , ν |C|−1 + d).
For a set of clocks r(⊆ C),
r(ν) = (r(ν 0 ), r(ν 1 ), . . . , r(ν |C|−1 )), where
{
0 : xi ∈ r,
r(ν i ) =
(1)
ν i : otherwise .
The first operation +d means that every clock increases its
value uniformly and at the same rate. The second operation
r(·) allows us to specify a subset of clocks r whose values are
to be reset to 0.
Next we define clock constraints on C, which are used as
guards and invariants of a timed automaton.
Definition 2.5 (Differential inequalities on C) The syntax of
a differential inequality in on a clock set C is given as follows:
in ::= xi − xj ∼ a
| xi ∼ a,
where xi and xj ∈ C, a is a literal of an integer constant,
and ∼∈ {≤, ≥, <, >}.
Differential inequalities xi ∼ a and xi − xj ∼ a are true
iff ν i ∼ a and ν i − ν j ∼ a are true, respectively.
Definition 2.6 (Clock constraints on C) The syntax of a clock
constraint cc on a clock set C is given as follows:
cc ::= true | in | cc ∧ cc,
where in is a differential inequality on C.
cci ∧ ccj is true iff both cci and ccj are true.
By c(C), we denote the whole set of clock constraints on a
clock set C.
Since a clock constraint f can be regarded as a function
f : C → {true, false},

Figure 1: Model checking process.

we introduce the notation of f (ν) which evaluates to true or
false by evaluating each clock xi as ν i .
Now we can formulate a timed automaton. The semantics
of a timed automaton will be defined later through a labelled
transition system.
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Definition 2.7 (Timed automaton) A timed automaton A is
a six-tuple (A, L, l0 , C, I, T ), where
A: a finite set of actions;
L: a finite set of locations;
l0 ∈ L: an initial location;
C: a clock set;
I : L → c(C): a mapping from a location to a clock constraint, called a location invariant, or simply an invariant;
and
T ⊂ L × A × c(C) × 2C × L is a set of transitions, where
c(C) is a set of clock constraints; and 2C is a super set of sets
of clocks.
Elements of the first and last L stand for the locations which
the transition is starting from and going to, respectively. An
element of A is an action associated with the transition. A
clock constraint in c(C) of the transition is called a guard.
An element in 2C is called a set of clocks to be reset.
For conciseness, we denote a transition (l1 , a, g, r, l2 ) ∈ T
a,g,r
by l1 → l2 .
Example 1 Figure 2 is a depiction of a timed automaton,
AL = ({press}, {oﬀ, dim, bright}, oﬀ, {x}, ∅, T ), where T =
{oﬀ
dim
dim

press,true,{x}

→

press,x≤10,∅

→

press,x>10,∅

→

dim,

bright,
oﬀ,

press,true,∅

bright
→
oﬀ} .
Note that guards with value true and empty clock resets are
omitted in Fig. 2.
Example 1 shows a timed automaton representing the behavior of a mug-light with two brightness modes. Here, we
outline the behavior of this time automaton. The initial state
is location “off” and the value of clock x is 0. If the “press”
action fires, then the state is changed to location “dim”, which
means that the mag-light is dim. With this transition, the value
of clock x is reset to 0. A timed automaton can stay in a location as long as its invariant is satisfied, but this example has
no location invariants. The automaton can stay at location
“dim” any length of time. If the value of clock x is greater
than 10 units of time, the “press” action will change the location to location “off,” which means the mug-light is switched
off. If the value of clock x is less than or equal to 10 units
of time, the “press” action will change the location to location “bright” which means press actions done in succession
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before the clock reaches 10 units of time makes the mug-light
bright. At location “bright” the “press” action will change the
location to location “off,” regardless of the value of clock x.
The following is another example to explain the evaluation
of a guard and an invariant.
Example 2 Let C and I(l2 ) (a location invariant for l2 ) be
{x, y} and y > 6, respectively.
a,x>0∧y≥3,{y}

Consider a transition l1
→
l2 .
For a clock evaluation ν = (8.2, 5.1), the values of r(ν),
g(ν), and I(l2 )(r(ν)) are (8.2, 0), true, and false, respectively, derived as follows:
r(ν) = r(8.2, 5.1) = (8.2, 0)
g(ν) = g(8.2, 5.1) = 8.2 > 0 ∧ 5.1 ≥ 3 =true
I(l2 )(r(ν)) = I(l2 )(8.2, 0) = 0 > 6=false.
The dynamic behavior of a timed automaton can be expressed via a set of locations and a set of clock evaluations.
Changes of one state to another can be the result of firing of
an action or an elapse of time.
In order to define the semantics of a timed automaton, we
first define a labelled transition system.
Definition 2.8 (Labelled transition system) For a timed automaton A , a labelled transition system (LTS) is a threetuple (S, s0 , T ), where S is a finite set of states, s0 ∈ S
is an initial state, and T is a set of transitions, where T ⊂
S × (A ∪ R≥0 ) × S.
Here, the first and last elements in S stand for states in
which the transition is starting from and going to, respectively, and A is a finite set of actions.
α

A transition (s, α, s′ ) of LTS is denoted by s ⇒ s′ .
We can define a run of an LTS as follows.
Definition 2.9 (A Run of an LTS) A run of a LTS (S, s0 , T )
is defined as follows.
α
α
s0 ⇒ s′ is a run of (S, s0 , T ), if s0 ⇒ s′ ∈ T .
Let σi be a run of (S, s0 , T ), ending with state si . Then
α
α
si ⇒ sj ∈ T , implies σi ⇒ sj is also a run of (S, s0 , T ).
The following define the semantics of a timed automaton.
Definition 2.10 (Semantics of a timed automaton) For a given
timed automaton A = (A, L, l0 , C, I, T ), its corresponding
LTS(S, s0 , T ) can be formalized as follows.
|C|
S = L × R≥0 .
s0 = (l0 , 0), where 0 is a |C|-dimensional vector each of
whose elements is 0.
Definition 2.11 (Semantics of transition of a timed automaton)
a,g,r
For a transition l1 → l2 , its corresponding transition of LTS
can be defined as follows.
g(ν), I(l2 )(r(ν))
a

(l1 , ν) ⇒ (l2 , r(ν))
Figure 2: An example of a timed automaton representing a
mag-light.

,

∀d′ ≤ d I(l1 )(ν + d′ )
d

(l1 , ν) ⇒ (l1 , ν + d)

The first part is called an action transition, and the second
is called a delay transition.
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The first rule can be interpreted as follows. If the current
clock evaluation satisfies the guard, and after some of the
clocks in r are reset, and the new evaluation r(ν) also sata
isfies the invariant of location l2 , then (l1 , ν) ⇒ (l2 , r(ν))
can be fired.
The second rule is interpreted as follows. For some real d,
and any d′ such that d′ ≤ d, the obtained clock evaluation
ν + d′ satisfies the invariant of location l1 and the control can
stay in location l1 , but d units of time will have elapsed. In
other words, the control can stay in l1 until d units of time
have elapsed.
Note that an action transition does not consume time, but a
delay transition will consume time while staying in the same
location.

Figure 3: General usage of a test automaton.

Definition 2.12 (Run of a timed automaton) For a timed automaton A , a run σ is a finite or infinite run of its corresponding LTS.
α
α
α3
σ = (l0 , ν0 ) ⇒1 (l1 , ν1 ) ⇒2 (l2 , ν2 ) ⇒,
... ,
where α ∈ A ∪ R≥0 .
In general, for a timed automaton, we only consider runs
in which delay transitions and action transitions alternately
occur.

2.3 Test Automaton
In this paper, the test automaton described in [16–19] is
used as guideline for deriving a desired counter-example by
tracing transitions of interest in the original model.
Figure 3 represents the general usage of a test automaton.
Normally, model checking uses a logical temporal expression
to specify a property to check. However, complex specifications might not be able to be expressed using logical temporal expressions. A test automaton, in general, has more
expressive power than a logical temporal expression and can
represent a variety of complex behavior. A test automaton is
typically used in a parallel composition with the original automaton in order to check a complex property. This is a useful technique, however, it is usually difficult to automatically
generate a test automaton fitting the designer’s need.
The test automaton T Aid used in this paper is just a timed
automaton. We create a desirable test automaton from test
automaton components using several operators in a process
described in Section 3.2. This method creates a single test
automaton T Aid for the original model M with human input
and guidance. Then, it automatically generates the desired
counter-example by performing model checking on a parallel
composition of M and T Aid .

3 PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Motivation Example
We use an example of a chemical plant system (described in
more detail in Section 4) as our target for evaluation. Figure
4 shows the counter-example generated by UPPAAL when
we perform model checking for the chemical plant system.
Note that the model was obtained from a description of the
chemical plant system which has some bugs in its design.

Figure 4: A counter-example generated in model checking of
a chemical plant system.
We use the following expression as a property to check.
(In.C2 ∧ (T 2 out == 0)) − − > T 1.Out1

(2)

This expression uses the “lead to” operation −− > and the
expression is equivalent to
AG((In.C2 ∧ (T 2 out == 0))implyAF T 1.Out1)

(3)

which means that “when the proposition
In.C2 ∧ (T 2 out == 0) is satisfied, the state in which
proposition T 1.Out1 is true will surely be reached at some
time.”
When this property does not hold, we expect the model
checker to generate a counter-example with more detailed information which can be used in subsequent failure diagnosis.
In particular, for this example we expect to see as a counterexample the path which cannot reach the state T 1.Out1 starting from state In.C2 ∧ (T 2 out == 0).
However, the counter-examples actually generated specify
only an initial state, which are clearly insufficient for use in
fault diagnosis.
In order to solve the above problem, we propose a method
using test automata in Section 3.2.
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3.2 Method for Generating Test Automata
Our proposed method obtains a useful counter-example by
performing model checking on a parallel composition of the
original model which represents the behavior of the target
system and a test automaton which represents the expected
behavior of a counter-example that a user expects to see.
The method begins by creating a rough sketch of a counterexample that users expect as a test automaton. The test automaton is generated by synthesizing “test automaton components”. Then, by using a parallel composition of the original model and the synthesized test automaton, we obtain the
desired counter-examples in the following steps.
Let M be an original automaton (or automata) to be verified.
1. A user with some domain specific knowledge of the desired system considers an outline of the counter-example
to be obtained. The necessary counter-examples are
predicted from the system documents and faults report
documents.
2. A single test automaton T is composed by synthesizing
test automaton components. Weaving of test automaton
components is done by using rename and fusion operators.
3. Model checking is performed on a parallel composition
of M and T with property P which states “M ||T will
not reach the final state”. If P does not hold, a counterexample is obtained.
In creating the parallel composition, the original model M
should be changed as little as possible. However, in order
for it to communicate with the test automaton, the following
modifications may be required. Note that these modifications
can be performed automatically.
If M has a transition with some event a!, a?, or some variable x which is also used in the test automata, then the following modifications are performed.
1. If M has a transition with event a! (a?), then add a
transition which has a synchronization signal s! to a test
automaton. Figure 5 shows the modification. Here the
location “C” denotes a committed location which is a
location where the automaton does not stay. Thus, the
event s! is performed immediately after the event a!
2. If M has a transition with a variable update x = expr
and x is also used in a test automaton, then add a transition which has a synchronization signal s! to the test
automaton. Figure 6 shows the modification. Also variable x should be declared as a global variable.

3.3 Test Automaton Components and
Operators for Weaving
Figure 7 shows the general form of a test automaton component
T Aid (Lin , a, guard, update, reset, Lout , Is , It )

Figure 5: Modification of event a!.

Figure 6: Modification of a transition with update variable.
where Lin and Lout are the entering location and exiting locations, respectively; a, guard, update, reset, Is , and It are
an event, a guard, an update, a clock set to reset, invariants for
entering and exiting locations, respectively.
In this work, we propose three typical patterns of test automaton components shown in Fig. 8. Let T be the transition
of interest in the original model. We consider two types of actions given to the test automaton when tracing the transition
of the original model. The first type communicates with transition T and the second communicates with transitions other
than T . When transition T fires, the instance of the component of the test automaton simply fires the corresponding
transition. This is the first test automaton component. When
a other transition other than T fires, we consider the following
two scenarios. If the original model can return to a specified
state via a transition other than T , i.e., if the original model
has a loop, the test automaton must have a transition to the
corresponding state. Therefore, a new component is needed.
If the original model cannot return to the specified state, i.e.,
when the original model does not have a loop, the test automaton must have a transition to an error state. If a test automaton reaches an error state, the task of obtaining an appropriate
counter-example fails. These three patterns are used as the
components of the test automaton.
First we explain the simple component. Figure 8 (i) is a test
automaton component to receive signal a and can be written
as
T A1 (Lin , a, true, ∅, ∅, Lout , ∅, ∅).
Using the (i) type test automaton components, we can compose a test automaton which can receive consecutive signals.
For example, let us consider the test automaton components
in Fig. 9.
T A1 = (Lin , a1?, x > 0, ∅, ∅, Lout , ∅, ∅)
T A2 = (Lin , a2?, true, ∅, ∅, Lout , ∅, ∅)
We can use a rename operator (T A@label\label2) to change
the labels of test automaton components.
For example, T A1 @Ls \Lout and T A2 @Ls \Lin will rename Lout of T A1 and Lin of T A2 in Fig. 9 each to Ls as
shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 9: Test automaton components 1 and 2.
Figure 7: Test automaton component.

Figure 10: Renamed test automaton components.
Figure 8: Typical test automaton components: (i) a normal
transition, (ii) a force to an error state and (iii) a transition to
itself.
The fusion operator (+) is a binary operator which merges
locations in both terms.
For example, (T A1 @Ls \Lout )+(T A2 @Ls \Lin ) will merge
Ls of T A1 and Ls of T A2 in Fig. 10 to the result shown in
Fig. 11.
Figure 8 (ii) forces the test automaton to an error state. It is
used when the conditions required for a counter-example are
not met.
Figure 8 (iii) stays in a location. It cannot reach location
Lout while the event happens with a condition guard.

4 CASE STUDY
We have applied the method proposed in Section 3 to the
verification of a chemical plant system reported in IPA [10]
as a case-study for the “post-verification” of a system.
Figure 12 shows a schematic diagram of the system. The
functionality of the system is as follows:
• When the water level is more than a prescribed alert
level (40cm), the system opens a discharge valve for 5
seconds to prevent overflow. During this 5-second period and the 10 seconds following it (15 seconds total)
the system will not accept a new open instruction.
• The system can also perform the same discharge operation as an instruction from a human operator.
• An instruction from the operator always takes precedence over the other instructions. The system accepts it
even during the prohibited interval of 15 seconds. Operator instructions have priority over even past instructions made by the operator.
In operation, even when the water level had exceeded the
alert level and the 15-second wait period for new instructions had passed, the appropriate action was not taken by the
system. Furthermore, instructions from the human operator
which should always have precedence were also ignored. We
performed modeling using UPPAAL in order to diagnose this

failure. Model diagnoses in Figs. 13 and 14 show the control
system and a model expressed in UPPAAL, respectively. Figure 14 is derived from the specification of the chemical plant
system and the model in Fig. 13.
In Fig. 13, signal M 4 represents a manual input from the
operator and signal C2 represents a signal which shows that
the water level has exceeded the alert level. For both signals,
a 1 indicates an input signal for starting the discharge and a
0 represents no input. Based on these inputs we have two
timers for representing the state where the system is draining
water and the 15-second wait state when new instructions are
not accepted. The specific logic between the inputs and the
timers is given in the “In” model (Fig. 14).
In Fig. 14, a double circle represents the initial state. A location with a C represents a committed location. A committed
state cannot be delayed and the next transition must involve
an outgoing edge of at least one of the committed locations.
Expressions in green represent a “guard” which evaluates to
a Boolean value. If a guard expression does not hold, the
corresponding transition cannot fire. An expression in yellow
represents a “select” and in this model, we use it to receive an
input from a user (C 2: 0 or 1, M 4: 0 or 1). An expression in
blue represents an “update”. The model updates variables at
the same time as the corresponding transitions. An expression
in light blue represents a “synchronization”. A synchronization label is formed as either Expression! or Expression?.
A transition with Expression? fires on receiving the corresponding transition with Expression! .
Typically, formal methods decide whether properties which
we expect to hold really hold on the model. In this case, it
would be natural to consider the negation of a failure that has
occurred in the system as a property to check using model
checking. In our example, we must determine “whether the
system is sometimes put into discharge mode when water
draining is not suppressed and the water level sensor is in a
state of alert level.”
We check Expression (2) in Section 3.1 on the model. As
shown in Fig. 4, it is confirmed that this property is not satisfied. The generated counter-example, however, is trivial and
it cannot be used to explain why the property is not satisfied.
Therefore, it cannot be used for the fault diagnosis of the system.
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Figure 11: Fusion of test automaton components.

Figure 13: Control diagram of the chemical plant system.

Figure 12: A schematic view of the chemical plant system
example from “Fault diagnosis method for the large-scale and
complex embedded system (in Japanese)”[10].
Our method creates a test automaton in a series of steps
to generate a human expected counter-example. The test automaton is derived by a coarse behavior series of counterexamples in our previous work [10, 11]. Let T A1 be a test
automaton component obtained from type (i) components in
Fig. 8.
T A1 = T Aid (start, input?, C2 == 1&&M 4 == 0,
isT 1end = 1, ∅, end, ∅, ∅)
Similarly, T A2 , T A3 , and T A4 can be obtained from test
automaton components in Fig. 8.
Figure 15 summarizes these test automaton components.
A test automaton obtained by the following expression is the
desired final automaton and is depicted in Fig. 16:
(T A1 @Ls \end) + (T A2 @Ls \start, Lt \end)
+(T A3 @Ls \start) + (T A4 @Lt \start)
By combining the model representing the system and the
test automaton, a detailed counter-example which can be used
in the diagnosis of the failure is obtained(Fig. 17). The oddnumbered lines represent the states of the semantics model of
the given network of timed automata. For example, (Out0,
Out0, Wait, start) stands for the first timed automaton located
in Out0, the second timed automaton located in Out0, and so
on. In particular, the last element “start” corresponds to the
automaton in Fig. 16. The even-numbered lines represent
transitions of the semantics model of the given network of
timed automata. For example, “In [1, 0]” on the second line
and “In [1, 1]” on the 12th line represents a select input from
the user. “input change: In → T1” on the eighth line represents the fire of a transition “input change!” on the model
“In” and transition “input change?” fires on the model “T1”
also.

Figure 14: UPPAAL model of chemical plant system example.

5 DISCUSSION
We discuss here the coverage and time taken in generating
a counter-example using test automaton components in this
work.
The desired counter-example for the case-study presented
in this paper was able to be constructed by the proposed test
automaton components because the counter-example was generated as a single path. We can expect a variety of cases to be
covered sufficiently using the same method.
The time required for counter-example generation was less
than 1 second in the example of this work. Since the proposed method uses a test automaton as a guideline for creating counter-examples, it is assumed that the scalability of
generation time will fall within an appropriate range even if
the counter-example and scale of the time automaton become
bigger. In addition, the creation of the test automaton here
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Figure 17: The counter-example generated with the proposed
method.
Figure 15: Components of a test automaton for the plant example.

generate a useful counter-example. Therefore, a method for
generating counter-examples automatically is needed in the
future and we must consider the following problems:
• We cannot fully search the model space in the case of
an infinite state transition system.
• Even in a finite state transition system, state-explosion
problems can occur.

Figure 16: Test automaton.
was by the authors. Therefore, it should be evaluated in the
future whether or not a novice in fault diagnosis can create a
correct automaton with the prescribed process and how long
it would take. This method involves only simple steps of assembling the test automaton from the parts that are provided,
however, knowledge of model checking is required to create
a useful test automaton. Therefore, the method targets a user
with prior knowledge of model checking.

6 CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a method for generating a counterexample which meets user expectations using test automata.
We applied the technique to a case study of a chemical plant
system in order to verify its effectiveness.
The proposed method is not designed to generate counterexamples automatically. This is an approach that combines
model checking and test automata with human guidance to

Therefore, model abstraction techniques to properly reduce
the number of states of a model for each property [13, 14]
become important. Bounded model checking (BMC) [12]
would provide another approach. The BMC technique prevents state explosion by limiting the search range of the finite state space. When BMC finds a violation on a finite
state space, counter-examples are generated as finite lengths.
In general, counter-examples have infinite length. However,
users typically want finite counter-examples and consider a
counter-example generated by BMC enough for their purposes.
In our future work, we will examine BMC as a promising
starting point for generating counter-examples of suitable length
within a reasonable amount of time.
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